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I 
'The Ithacan, Ithaca, New York 
Hayden, Fonda, and Near at Cornell 
The '' 
"A POLICY OF EXTERMINATION" 
Thc nol 1ccably weary but nonetheless ebulhant 
lndoch1na Peace Campaign rolled mto a near SRO 
Haill'y Ila II last Saturda}" night and shot new hfe 
11110 ,1 rl'Jwakl'ncd Ithaca anti-war movement. 
HL·twcl'n Holly Near's art1st1c ab1hty. Jane Fonda's 
cnl1ghlL'lllllg rcvt!Jt1ons concerning her trip to 
North V1cl11am. Jlld Tom 1-la}den s informative 
pohl1L·JI dL·livL·ry. 11 1, easy to understand why 
lhL'Y havc hl'L'll wcll received throughout the major 
l'!t•l·lor.il ,l,1ll'S they haVL' covered thus far. 
SEE MCGOVERN VICTORY AS TACTIC 
I hl' purpo,c of the IP(' has been to draw 
,llll'nlwn lo thc Victnam war at this critical time 
prior to the election and to help raise money for 
l\frcJ1cJI i\1d tor lndochma. They arc clearly 
IIHlqll'nt of the ML·Govern CJmpa1gn but at the 
,allll' t1mt· feel 111s victory 111 November, should 1t 
Ul't·ur. would bring an immediate end to the war 
wht·r,·..1, under the Dikt' Bomber (ISO attacks 
hetw,·en April 15 and July 31 according to French 
journalist-photographer Mark Ribaud ). we can 
,•:-.p,·ct "rour Morc Y cars." Furthermore. in line 
with till' now wdl undcr,tood concept within the 
muwment of ··taking th,· offens1v~ they are trymg 
lo t·onfrtint thl' media to for,·e them to reevaluate 
lilt' state of ..1ffairs in Vietnam and present the 
n,•ws in J mon.' humane way. The group reported 
that tht'} had dis.-ov,•r,•d. whik in Syracuse. that 
onl~ one-fourth of CBS" affiliatt's had covered 
tlkGovern 's r,·,·t'nt spt'e,·h on the war. 
With r,-spe,·t 10 the rco.:l'nl bombmg of the 
Ftl'nch ,•mbas.._,. in Hanoi l New York Times. 
October l .l) Hayden rl'marked "'It is a reflection 
on lhl' kinil ol war wl' are w..1ging when whne 
people arl' killed and it bel'omes an international 
inddent but when fiv.- Vielnamese die. it doesn't 
t"\·~·n ·oo.:,·ur· on thl' inside pages." Fonda had 
earlil'r mentioned in a press ,·onfrreno.:e that the 
Soviet-Vietnamese Friendship Hospital in Hanoi 
had :ilso been bombed while she was there. yet 
such incidents often go unreport.:d. 
Holly ~ear. a red-haired. bright and friendly 
)'oung woman who toured with Fonda's Free The 
Army show. start.:d off th.: evening while: 
undaunted. Cornell's liberated dogs nonchalantly 
wandered a.:-ross the stage. Her personal work has. 
likt the Vietnamese . .:entered around the 
Most Precious 
FONDA EXHIBITS HONEYWELL ANTI-PERSONNEL 
BOMB AT PRESS CONFERENCE 
combination of art and struggle. Characteristically, 
she sang several beautiful anti-war songs. She 
struck the chord of her audience several times, but 
most heartfelt was the hand-clappmg refrain they 
sang along with her m a song to the antiimpenalist 
struggle of the Vietnamese: 
"You gotta hang lfl there a little hit longer 
Though I know Its been too long 
2 7 years you have been jlgh tmg 
2 7 years you have been :,trong" 
HAYDEN, KISSINGER, AND THE "FIG LEAF" 
Tom Hayden, whose political expenence ranges 
from l11s cofoundmg of Students for a Democratic 
Society in 1962 to Chicago in 1968 to a recent 
trip to Hanoi, spoke of "the policy of 
exterminatwn" the Nixon Administration has now 
embarked upon m Indochma. The facts at his 
disposal seemed endless, yet this too has become 
the trademark of those who have opposed the war 
for so long. There have been, he said, 'carpet 
bombings and saturation (bombing) raids where 90 
tons of bombs are dropped simultaneously from 
B 5 2s on Haiphong in the middle of April on areas 
1/2 mile wide and I¼ miles long." He emphasized 
the fact that rice being floated in from Chinese 
vessels outside the mines m Haiphong harbor are 
now "military targets'. In effect, this allows 
American jets to swoop in on Vietnamese on their 
bamboo rafts (used so as not to disturb the mines) 
floating out to receive the rice and either strafe or 
bomb them as they please. For this, Hayden 
remarked ''We are taking glorious credit." 
Th.: Indochina Peace Campaign is trying to 
stress the fact that the war is not winding down. 
"It costs S20 million each day to support the 
Saigon regime and the combined efforts of the 
l\avy and Air Force," Hayden said. "We can 
expect to lose ~O pilots each week the war 
continues (based on past averages) and the 39,000 
troops remaining in Vietnam can be attacked or 
held hostage" at any time by a much stronger 
National Liberation Front. "The cost to the 
Indochinese people," he added, "is infinitely 
greater." 
As for the Saigon regime, Hayden related that 
October 19, 1972 
'' 
NEAR EXPLAINS INFORMATION DISSEMINATION 
Nixon's National Secur1 ty Advisor, Henry 
K·issinger, likes to think of it, at least the 
Hollywood parties he attends, as a "fig leaf." "I 
can't thmk of any other reason why he uses the 
phrase unless he's afraid of somethmg being 
ex posed," Hayden said sardonically. In other 
continued on page two 
"Uncle Eddie" de A~uero 
Art With 
A .. Message 
.If you find that your social schedule has left 
you an open Saturday mght some weekend, you 
might thmk about going down to 214 Utica Street 
and visiting Eduardo (Uncle Edd1eJ de Aguero. 
Ithaca College's own internationally-recognized 
artist is more than happy to mix one a drink and 
show him his own private gallery. 
By the time he was sixteen years old, Ed de 
Aguero had already had three one-man showmg of 
his paintings in his native Costa Rica. 
Educated in public school there, he also 
attended a Pharmacy school and a Fine Arts 
school simultaneously for four years. Then after he 
had shown his paintings at every gallery in Costa 
Rica, Ed came to the United States to study 
painting. 
· Ed had a summer scholarship to Appalachian 
State Teacner's College in South Carolina. Once he 
got there, however, he found that not only would 
he be a student, but was hired as a Spanish 
professor. Naturally he kept painting, and Edward 
de. Aluero found that the U.S. was just as 
interested in seeing his work as his native country. 
He had a one-man showing while at Applachian 
and several more at Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 
Thtn in 1953 Ed came to Cornell University to 
major in Linguistics and Spanish Literature. Before 
he ~ad graduated from Cornell, Ed had had several 
conti-ed on pqe 2 
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'Most Precious' 
Goals 
minutes. When Jan.:, adm1ttedl~ quite confusl'd. 
looked Jround the• room lor SO!ll<' form of 
explanation ~he notiad ··,:\,:r> on<' \\ .i, ,·r~ 111g ·· 
lOnt,nuccl froni puJ<e one 
word-,, S,.11gon will numble and deca~ hut the 
l;n1ted C,tatc,· 1mdge, 1f all goc, d'> planned \\Ill 
remain intact. 1 hi, led Hayden to propo,c that 
K i"~inger and !\1xon run for the office of 
Godfather, wherein a "new balancing act" of the 
world's power,- would re-,ult in a "nuclear power 
duh" who,e 'client," (1.e. ,mailer nauon, ,uch a, 
Vietnam) would he "brought to heel." Ohv1r1u,ly. 
with our 3 OGG m1htary ha,e, around the world. 
there ,houl<l he no que,t1on who the head "Don" 
would be. 
Finally, Hayden drew a f.1m1har parallel 
between the Lolomzation of the Viet name~e and 
th.it of the American Indian by the lE 
Government. It 1,n 't surpnsmg, he pomted out, 
that the be,.tseller at the height of the Vietnam 
·war was Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee. he 
could very easily substitute the words "strategic 
hamlets'' (used m Vietnam to control t~.e NLF) 
for "reservations, he 
<;a Id, and understand the same symptoms of 
1 m pe r1 alism and manifest destiny. "And you 
kno·y ," he concluded. 'tw'l or three generations 
from now a book could be written called Bury My 
Heart At My Lai and 1t would revere Ho Chi Minh 
in much the same way as we have such great 
Indian chiefs as Geror!imo. Cochise or Sitting Bull. 
THE RAISIN OF WRATH 
For many people at Bailey Hall, SaturJay night 
was their first extended exposure to the "anti-war 
activist'' Jane Fonda. Recognizing this, Jane 
recounted her short ( 3-4 years) involvement with 
the movement. She recalled the "pitch" games her 
father used to play with John Wayne and Ward 
Bond wherein the men settled down in cowboy 
attire, laid their pistols on the table and acted out 
their fantasies. She had grown up in !he 5 O's, a time 
that"wove walls of fear and silence around us and 
numbed our minds." By allow,ng herself to be 
manipulated as Jn actress, she became a "cynical, 
apathetic dropout ... whose only 'success' was 
baking a good soufflee. I was a 'good' cook ... a 
'good' wife ... I was dead." Almost increduously, 
she added, "I was like an old raisin!" Then, 
realizing what she said, her quick mind flashed and 
she dubbed herself "The lhisin of Wrath." 
Indeed, Jane Fonda has come a long way. 
NOTHING MORE PRECIOUS 
Thi, 1s th.: t~pe of exp.::r1.::11,·e· J.111.: FondJ. Tom 
1-la\den, JnJ !loll> '\,:.ir l",Hr> \\ 1th the•m LlJ1\~. It 
1,. ·in an 1ron1c: ,, .1~ . .i ,ottrcL' ,,f 1n~pir.1t1011 to 
them. Th,: lndoch1na P,:.i,·,: C.1mp.11gn e•nurnr.ig.:~ 
Ill effect. not .i \ot.: for Ge·org.: \kGO\efll or Jll) 
other peac,: cJndidatt'. hut J n)\,: for 1\\.: 
Vietnamese people HJ)d<'n rcp.:.it.:dl~ 
underscored the cr1t1cal tl!lle period\\ e Jft' 111. Th.: 
anu-war movement must exp.ind ,ind Like th.: 
offensive. he said. '·w Ith th.: feeh ng t ha I \II e Jrt' 
not a lunatic fringe. but polen\1all) a 
representation of the maJority of the American 
people·· Thi, movement. if regenerJkd. lla,den 
addt:d, will illuminate the most important doctnne 
of the Vietnamese people- - "That there is nothing 
more prec1ou,. than freedom Jnd tnd.:pendence :· 
Ed de Aguero 
continued from page I 
more showings in New York City and elsewhere 
In 1956, he found his present callmg, as Professor 
of Spanish at l.C. 
Ithaca C'oHegc has not stifled Ed de Aguero', 
artistic talent. While here, he nas done several 
paintings a year and exhibited his work all over the 
globe. He spent two summers in Madrid exhibiting 
his work and painting more. In 1964 the son of a 
childhood friend of Picasso lectured at I.C. Ed 
invited the man to sec some of his paintings and 
they became friends and correspondents. Through 
Ed de Aguero: Painting Reality 
to Make It Fit Your Own Purpose 
Student Congress Acts 
on Recruitment Issue 
B~- Ken Holcombe 
On 111gh t the· IC. 
Stt1J.:nt Congr.:". [,~ .1 \c>te• ,,f 
-I 3 -1 ~ -3 . de' C Ide d t U .1 l I Ll \\ 
re·prt',e'llt.ltl\c'' Llf the' lln1t.:d 
StJt.:, 1111ltt.1r~ clll th<' c.1mpt1s 
!or !lie' put pll~e' ,,( d1,,e'll1lnJt1ng 
111for111.111011 
Th.: \Llt,• L".1111<' llll .I 111gh1 
\\ hL'n l'e•t,•r B.1rr,·t t. the• bod~·, 
ChJ1r111,111. I Ll I ,I 
,u,p<'n,1011 ol the· r,·gtllJI rule•, 
and dL'L'llle'd the lll<'L'!lllg .1 
'"sp.:c·1al ,e•-,,1011·· of the• 
CongrL',s. It WJ\ ,J"t·rt,•d fl~ 
member, of the Gov.:rnJ11L·e 
Committe.:. Jt tht' .:nd of th.: 
meeting, that th.: ent1r.: 111.:et1ng 
was 111 v10lation of the Congress 
const1tut1on and thus 111valid. 
Asked for a vote on the matt,·r 
by Barrett, the repres.:nt.1t1ve, 
pre~cnt, who were allt:gcdly 
acting in v Io I at ion of the 
Congress const1tut1on. dc:c1dt'd 
that they were. 111deed . .1ct111g 
legally 
The vote dealing with the 
recruitment issue came after the 
results of the poll of lJ,t week 
were announced by Cha1rmJn of 
the Health and Safety 
Committee Rick Slone. On the 
question of whether or not 
military representatives should 
be allowed to disseminate 
information on this campu,, the 
vote was 1,704 yea, 418 no, and 
119 abstentions. On the second 
question, that of whether or not 
military representatives sho•ild 
be allowed to recruit on the I.C. 
campus, the vote was 1,095 yes, 
1,046 no, with 237 abstentions. 
It was pointed out, however, 
that the only thing military 
representatives are allowed to do 
by federal law here 1s to 
disseminate mformation - - thus 
no vote of the Congress was 
taken on the second question. It 
is now being charged by some 
members that the entire poll was 
.1pprc1,1111.1t,·I~ ~ll ,,ut ,,1 .1 
p ,, , , 1 b I,' 7 ll ll , '1 f-, J 111 p II, 
rc•,1de'llh ,'\c'I \ll(,·d 111 !he· p,,ll 
1 n ll( h,·1 re'c"I Ult llle'llt bu,111e•,,. 
th,· C,Higr,·"· r,·que·,1 h>r .111 
··jnjun,t 1,,11·· 111 l·,,111111u1111~ 
c,,urt .l/!,1111,1 ,tllel\\ 111!! 1111ltt.11> 
Tc'flTe''l'lll.ltl\c', ,111 c",1111pll, lllllil 
th,· que,11,111 h.,d b,·,·11 -.·rrl,·d 111 
("Llllgle" \\.IS d1,1pp,•d, 
K e' \ .1 11 I' .1 1 , f.. > .1, f.. e' d I he 
(.()llgl"l''" lt.l lll\l',t1g.11i.: till' 
I .I I I ll I L' l l f I h c· I· 11 /! I I , h 
ti e' p .I rt Ill L' 11 l Ill IL' 11 L' \\ I h l' 
L"Lll1(f.I,"( ,,r 1'1,11,·"'" Juli.Ill 
Smith Mr l'.ir,k~ .Illcg,·d lh.11 
S1111th \\ .1, qu1,·tl~ d1'1111"''d cl\e'I 
the ,u111111l'r 111,1111h, e·ven th,1u!!h 
a ,t lldt· 111 -t.1,·1111~ e·,.Jlu.1ti,111 
p r O C t' , \ , h Ll \\' e' d I h .I I h I , 
retention w.1, dc,1re·d h~ .1 
lllJJonty ,,r Ille' J,·p.111111,•nt. \ 
111 0 t I o 11 W o rd L'll .. S I ll d t' 11 I 
Co11gre·ss a,b thal J11li.1n S1111th\ 
t t' 11 u re· be• rL' e' \' .ilu.11,·d.. w,1, 
pJ~sc:J. On W,•dn,·sd.1~ nll1111111/!. 
howcvl'r. lhL' Fx,·,urivt' 13,,aid ,,1 
Congres~ pn~t ponL·d .111} .1, I 1u11 
0 11 t h ,I t Ill () t I ll 11 p L' 11 d I 11 !! 
con~ultat1011 with M1 S1111th. 
A mot 1Dn w .1s proposc·d h~ 
ofl-ca111pu, 1L'p1csc·111.1t1v,· St1.1w 
WL'1s111,111 whil"!1 would dl'II) ., 
v ll t c 111 ("l)n~r,·,, 1,, 
rt:prcse11t.1t1ve•, ,,r duly-
recognized org.m11.al 1011, Al tcr 
ser1ou, dcb,ttL'. 1ndud.11~ .111 
argument hy one studl'nl prc·st·nl 
that the only rc,11 power lh;1t 
Student Congri:,, h.1~ b tlw 
power to control the f111Jnc1;il 
destinies of 'iUch organi1ations. 
the motion was soundly 
defeated. 
It was Jnnounccd hy Mr. 
Several years ago she witnessed the women's 
march on the Pentagon and was deeply impressed 
by their eourgae in the face of the Army bayonets. 
She travelled and spoke to soldiers, who she 
became "particularly grateful to" in her political 
development. After careful study she was "forced 
to admit we were being lied to." Much of her early 
work, interestingly enough, was with the American 
Indian Movement, but within the last year and a 
half it has been primarily anti-war. She and Donald 
Sutherland staged the FTA (Free The Army) Show 
on military bases and coffee houses at home and 
abroad this past year to enthusiastic Gls. 
invalid due to the fact that 
this friend Ed came to live with Picasso at his representatives have been 
home in Juan Les Pines, France in 1966. During accused by some constituents of 
his summer stay with Picasso, Ed painted, studied coercion and also because only 
Slone of the llealth and Safety 
Committee that his commlltcL' 
will be meeting on Thursday. 
October 19 to discuss the 
questions of the safety of 
recruiters while _on campu~. the 
quality of the food m the ~nack 
bar, security m the dormltorie~ 
and parking lots and other 
matters. Membership of the 
committee 1s open lo all 
students interested. 
Most significant, however, Wll.S heF t'l'ip this past 
July to North Vietnam where she saw the scarred 
bodies and land of the Vietnamese people. She 
emphasized f1Tst the role of the Vietnamese 
women in the struggle for liberation. "There are 
500,000 older women known as the "Mothers of 
Fighters" who take care of the wounded NLF," 
she said; "there were 840,000 women generals in 
the Vietminh (the predecessor to the NLF) during 
the French Indochina War, and there are millions 
of women soldiers - 'the Armies of the Long Hair' -
who fight in the NLF." Furthermore, the Deputy 
Commander-in-Chief of the NLF is a woman and 
the head representative of the people's 
Revolutionary Government (a branch of the NLF) 
10 Paris is a woman named Madame Binh. 
HER NAME WAS MINH 
She then told of an amazing encounter she had 
had with a 22 year-old woman revolutionary who 
had been captured and tortured by the Saigon 
Army. "Her name was Minh," Fonda began. "She 
had undergone such severe torture that the 
..:hemistry of her body had altered and changed the 
color ot her skin. Her thigh had been ripped open 
with a knife and her heel had been shot off (after 
being stood up in front of a firing squad and 
threatened to be shot)." The most severe torture 
she had undergone. however. was the water 
tort,.ire. This ·common" torture involved pouring 
soapy water down her throat until her belly 
~-welled up-at which time the guards would jump 
on her stomach 
Apparently. Minh relives this torture 
'·sometimes five times a day." One time was in the 
company of Jane Fonda. At a meeting of the PRG 
consulate m Hanoi. Minh had all of a sudden 
bolted for the door, only to be restrained by other 
members present. She struggled fiercely while 
pmned to the floor and held her lips tightly closed. 
She then began to make odd noises (reliving the 
guards jumping on her stoma.:h) and finally let 
forth in Jane's words, ''a deep, angry, resonant 
litany in Vietnamese" whil"h translated into "It 
doesn't matter what you do to me. I will never 
speak. ~e shall be free." This w~nt on for twenty 
the masters work, and heard much productive , 
criticism. He feels he profited greatly from the · 
association. He says,"1 would just walk through 
rooms and rooms and basements full of paintings." 
Returning to Ithaca, Ed put on a few shows at 
LC. which he feels "showed alot of what I learned 
from Picasso." Just last fall while on sabbatical in 
Spain, Ed was the guest artist of the International 
Press Club there. The T.V. cameras, the interviews, 
the previews, and the exposure all were enjoyed 
inurenrely by "Uncle Eddie" who doesn't attempt 
to deny his love of publicity and appetite for 
fame. "I don't care if they burn all of my paintings 
after I'm dead," says Ed. He wants to enjoy the 
fruits of his work now. He is, by his own 
admission, "selfish, self-centered, vain, and proud 
of being so". It would seem that one such as he 
has a right to be a little proud. Ed's paintings hang 
in such pubhc places as Rockefeller Center, the 
Museum of Art in Santiago, Chile, the White 
House, and the Egbert Union at Ithaca College. 
They are also personally owned by Princess Isabell 
in Spain, King Constantine of Greece, Jacqueline 
Onassis, Tricia Nixon (whose wedding invitation 
he refused) and the daughters of LBJ- -Linda 
Robb and Luci Nugent, and others. 
"Color, treated with austerity, and a very 
personal technique, are the characteristics of this 
young painter" said one art critic in 1966. Ed's 
paint is watercolor, unlike Picasso and most of the 
other famous artists of the century. He follows the 
example of Matisse, Goya. and the famous Spanish 
artists who have used watercolors .. Ed's work, 
which he describes as impressionism and 
surrealism, often derives from his fascination with 
philosophy and literature. One can find the 
mythical Spanish bull. which he finds a "symbol 
of Spanish strength of character," in Ed's work-or 
a strangely· grotesque human shape. Ed says, "A 
young pamter graduates from simple landscapes, 
to the human figure, to the distortion of the 
human figure." Once this level has been reached, 
"You take the reality and change it around to 
make it fit your own purpose." The reality which 
Ed alters is often not reality at all but ideas 
generated by the artist's study of philoso"phy or 
reading of,literary classics. 
Photo/Larry Van Deuu 
"Color, treated with austerity, 
and a very personal technique" 
Although an artist often makes a living by 
selling paintings, the financial motive 1~ u,ually 
secondary to the creative. Much of what l:.d de 
Aguero paints is not quickly bought \imply 
because he refuses to paint the simple type of 
painting which most consumer~ are 1mpre~sed 
with. 
Ed says "I would be prost1tut1ng myself by 
painting landscapes and things that people 
consider nice to hang in their homes." I try to get 
ph1losophical, political, and religious ideas in my 
paintings. I have a message along with good 
techniques." Often asked why he doesn't teach 
Art, Ed says "People who teach others to paint 
destroy their innate ability ... nobody makes a 
poet out of someone who can't write or a painter 
out of someone who can't paint." He feels that 
everyone has some kind of artistic ability but they' 
should develop it on their own. 
"In Ithaca" says Ed "an art showing is more like 
a social event than an artistic event. People have to 
conttltue• on PO# 6 I 
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" visit- with· ->t/Je G. 0 .P. Grading Alternative 
By Andra Youngberg 
The woman who appeared to 
be running the show at 
Republican Headquarters was in 
no mood to impart information 
concerning the relationship of 
college students with the 
headquarters. It was October 16, 
and a full day of acl:ivities 
centering around an appearance 
by Senator James Buckley had 
been' planned for October 17. 
However, Congress was still in 
session. Two key issues, the 
$250 billion ceiling bill and the 
HRI bill, were scheduled to be 
voted on tlie 17th, so all the 
activities had to be cancelled. 
Only the dinner planned for 
the evening of the 17th at the 
Holiday Inn was to remain in 
effect. It was a fund-raising 
project and ·though most tickets 
had been sold on the assumption 
that Sen a tor Buckley would 
appear, the show still had to go 
on. There was a possibility, less 
than 50-50, of the Senator 
showing up for the dinner. That 
chance rested on the hope ·of 
procuring a Lear jet. 
A bus ride was cancelled. It 
was discovered that members of 
the Young Republicans from 
Cornell had decorated· that and 
were to have ridden on it. Dick 
Pauk, President of the Young 
Republicans. made an entrance 
carrying a box of decorations, 
removed from the now useless 
bus 
Senator Buckley was to have 
· spoken at a local high school on 
Tuesday. The principal of the 
school was informed and 
charged with breaking the news 
to his students. 
Phone cails were constantly 
being made or received. Cancel 
the press conference. Let 
evervone kow the box Iunche.on 
1s oft'. Decisions were made; 
don't cancel the reservations at 
Holiday Inn! . 
Relief was provided by a 
.:i tizen who wandered in. 
i_nquiring about the fact that he 
VANDALISM AT IC 
had never seen a 
Nixon - -Agnew campaign 
button. One worker claimed to 
have owned one but none could 
be found in the office. Mention 
was also made of the lack of 
pictures of Vice President 
Agnew on the walls of the 
headquarters. A lone photogragh 
was at last discovered. 
Calm, ,of a sort, finally 
descended on the headquarters. 
Student involvement there had 
become something worth talking 
about. The Young Republicans 
helped to canvas the 14 weak 
(Repu~lican-wise) districts. 
There are tables set up at 
Willard Straight Hall dispensing 
information about the party and 
elections. During the last two 
weeks before the election 
students will be going door to 
. door urging citizens to vote 
Republican. On Saturdays the 
students take care of business 
and man the headquarters 
themselves. On Sundays they 
rest. 
to be Evaluated 
The Executive Committee ot 
the J.C. Student Congress, in an 
effort to resolve the controversy 
here concerning this year's new 
grading system, plans to ask· the 
Congress Academic Policies 
Committee and the Community 
Council's Educational Policies 
Committee to consider the 
policy of adding the former 
;ystem to the new one. If action 
of this kind were taken, a third 
alternative to the present system 
would be added- students would 
be able to opt for an A-plus, A, 
A-minus etc. grade;, along with 
D's and F's. 
In an interview with THE 
ITHACAN last week, Acting 
Provost Frank Darrow pointed 
out that if the system is to be 
changed, "it must be changed 
through the same orderly 
process under which it was 
implemented. Darrow told us 
that as soon as the Educational 
Policies Committee is formed, its 
first agenda item will be 
discussion of the implications of 
.and campus reaction to the new 
system. The membership of that 
committee, which put the new 
system into effect, "will not be 
substantially altered," according 
to Darrow. 
the institutions surveyed offered 
at least some non-traditional, 
pass-fail grading. Only a 
minority of students and courses 
at the institutions were involved 
in the unconventional grading, 
however. 
The study, conducted for the 
American Association of 
Collegiate Registrars and 
Ad missions Counselors, found 
that a substantial nember of 
'non-traditional grades would 
jeopardize admission to graduate 
and professional schools at 
one-fourth of the institutions. 
An almost equal number 
reported that pass -fail courses in 
an undergraduate record would 
not affect admission to their 
graduate or professional schools. 
The most conservative 
positions on admitting transfer 
students with pass-fail grades 
and on changing to 
unconventional grading systems 
were found at small institutions 
and at those in the area served 
by the Southern Association of 
Schools and Colleges. 
Yale University in New 
Haven, Connecticut adopted a 
plan similar to that of LC. 
(removing F-grades from one's 
transcript). at the beginning of 
this year. Considerable 
controversy has erupted 
nationwide over this Ivy League 
precedent. Alfred D. Kahn, Dean 
of the College of Arts and 
Sciences at Cornell University 
here in Ithaca was quoted by the 
Cornell Daily Sun as saying "I 
don't believe in falsifying a 
sutdent's record when his work 
is not done well. Grades should 
b.e abandoned altogether or 
utilized fully-you shouldn't lie." 
Other Cornell professors quoted 
by .The Sun were as equally 
opposed to Yale's new system. 
W. Donald Cooke, Dean of 
Cornell's graduate school, said 
that "The Yale system will mean 
trouble for students applying to· 
grad schools." 
Btisted Elevators and Alarn1s 
Mr. Darrow feels that "We 
should not ·act in a precipitant 
fashion" concerning the issue. 
"Clearly there will be substantial 
discussion." In defending the 
new system, Mr. Darrow told us 
that the new system is based on 
the practice of awarding credit 
for successful work without 
punishing a lack of work. As far 
as the now-defunct D-grades are 
concerned, Darrow explained 
that since D grades are officially 
described· as "unacceptable," 
awarding credit for D's is in 
effect "awarding credit for 
unacceptable work". According 
to Darrow other schools have 
been using similar systems 
without any substantial effect 
on the ability of graduates to be 
accepted at Graduate schools. 
Mr. Dlrrow said "The national 
trend is toward elimination of 
letter grades." 
In a study of 1 ,301 colleges 
and universities last year, it was 
found that more than 60% of 
Mr. Kahn also stated that 
most of the deans of major 
undergraduate institutions agree 
that there is a need for universal 
grading systems, with a failing 
grade included. By Abby Cox 
Pe tty vandalism on a high 
school level is not surprising, but 
at the college level it becomes a 
bit more difficult to understand. 
Yet even on a relatively wealthy 
campus such as I.C., it is still a 
problem. 
Although it is only 
mid-semester. 7 Coke machines, 
2 candy m~chines, I washing 
and I cigarette machine have 
already been· broken into. Over 
$300 in cigarettes was taken 
from the cigarette machine 
alone. 
Simple logic dictates that a 
business operating at ·a loss will 
not long endure. and Mr. Miller, 
owner and operator of the 
I au n dry. cigarette and ~andy 
machines on i:ampus seemed to 
hold to this bask truth when he 
said late this wc?ek that the only 
answer to the problem is to 
remove the mai:hines. He is very 
sympathetic to the large 
majority of students who are 
also vict-imized by· people 
tampering wi~h the machines. He 
says that he has found that most 
students understa~d the problei:n 
and thaf it only talces ·one or two 
bad on1::s to spoil the who!~ . 
thing ·ror everyone else. He 
added that "he tries to provide. 
the bes('~ivic~· for students. 
sini:e he '·kntw 'that if he came 
upon a m~hine that was out of 
order and not,repaired. hL" would 
- . ' - . \..,. - .. '. . . . 
feel compelled to kick himself. 
He added extra men to keep the 
machines in good working order. 
Mr. Miller has been in charge 
of the washers and dryers for 
four years and just brought out 
the candy and cigarette concern 
this •year, the previous firm 
stating that they had had a great 
deal of trouble here. 
With only three of his 
machines hit this year, Miller 
feels that things ·are going fairly 
smoothly. Two years ago a letter 
written by an R.A. and 
distributed to her dorm 
threatening removal at the next 
incident took care of the 
problem which had been 
· particularly acute there. 
Presently the school is being 
billed for damages and repairs, 
however the next step will be to 
send the charges 'back to the 
students who live in the dorm in 
which the damage occurred. 
The bleak alternative is either 
removal of the machines or a 
central loi:ation for all machines 
that will be supervised to 
prevent vandalism. Needless to 
say. the '"Midnight Munchies" 
now supported by the local 
candy. soda and cigarette 
mai:hine would be seriously 
impaire.d. Machines with alarms 
is a· possibil'ity. however this is 
i:onsidered prob;i_bl)· unfeasible 
sincec the cost could be 
prohibith·e. when compared to a 
i:entral coin opi;rated lo'cation. 
~ ,,,. ' . ' 
Interestingly enough, both the 
University of Buffalo and 
Buffalo State found it necessary 
to revert to this system. 
Various vending owners and 
school officials met last Tuesday 
to discuss the problem • 
Unfortunatelytp.ere have been 
more serious incidents of 
"malicious mischief" on campus 
cleverly devised by some agile 
creature in our student body. 
Last Saturday night, both 
elevators in the West Tower were 
out of order, clearly the work of 
some ingenious mind. The only 
problem in that being that in 
case of a serious emergency such 
as an accident or illness, valuable 
time would be lost in walking up 
and down the stairs to say 
.nothing of the added trouble 
involved. 
Another bright idea has been 
to either stuff the fire alarms 
with rags or bend the clapper so 
the fire bell will not ring; or if it 
do'es manage to ring in spite of 
the most determined efforts, 
then it will ring softly so as not 
to disturb anyone studying or 
sleeping. 
Aside from infringing on the 
rights of c>ther stU<hmts, Lou ... 
Withiam, coordin~ti;: of Safe~y}$:;J, 
and Security, co_pf.~~-,not . streS!\:.\.11.·· 
strongly enou~~~tha~ m an ·: 
e~ergency situii.uon, such ·, 
,c:ontt,111ed 011 pag~ 12 
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Editorial 
The time has 'tome (long ago some of us think) for the media to -
meet and assume its moral responsibilities in society. In an age of 
technology whose limits no longer s~m shackled tQ the remnants of 
human dignity - - when the screams of bombs ckown out the cries of 
mercy - - the last institutipns of decency and rationality are. 
pathetically sinking into the pro:verbial Tar Pits of mediocrity and 
ignorance. 
Ironically, it is precisely the possibilities of that ·technology that 
provide the means by which the media can once again assert itself, 
asThe" New York Times did with the Pentagon Papers or CBS did 
with "The Selling of"the Pentagon". N_ever·before have the facilities 
of communication been so extensive, where by quintuplets born on 
one side of the globe can be announced within a matter of minutes 
thousands· of mile·s away; as can the death of five Indochinese babies 
be recorded in Washington or New York City. __ 
As societies become more and more dependent upon each other, 
or conversely more unnaturally competitive with one another, the 
means of communication and the forces controlling those means will . 
assume a progressively greatbr, more privileged role. The problem 
being considered here is who shoul.d control the means and in what 
fashion? 
It should be apparent as we survey our society that strict 
limitations threaten the necessary· free flow: of communication- the 
"Right to Know" if you will-that not enough of us are demanding. 
We should recall the news "blackout" during the invasion of Laos 
two sprin~ ago? the attempted suppression of the Pentagon Papers 
in the New York Times, the Washimrton Post, the Boston Globe and 
TO THE EDITOR: 
It is important for all the 
young voters from the State of 
New York to know that they 
have the opportunity to 
p artici pate in a land mark 
decision this year. For the first 
time they (and everyone else) 
will have the opportunity to 
vote for a woman for judge :>f 
TO THE EDITOR: 
TO THE EDITOR: 
· others; and most recently the Supreme Court decision against black 
journalist Eari Caldwell requiring.even privileged infoanation.(in.this 
case concerning the Black Panther Party) to be divulged if the 
· prosecution so desires--seriously jeopardizing the reporter's 
constitutional guarantees while pursuing his. client's (the public) 
"Right to Know." · 
Nor, on the other hand can we excuse the major media enterprises 
(i.e. newspaper.s, television, radio) for continually relying on 
"official statistics" of fascistic government complexes such as Saigon 
when these statistics (i.e. body counts, desertions. nature of attacks) 
have been repeatedly contradicted for nearly a decai:le ·by unbiased 
and Furthermore, reference to an anomalous·(or so it seems to the 
American government) body-that the American public rlo lo_nger 
desires to battle-as "the enemy" is abhorrent and intorerable in a 
free society. - · 
The American people are in grave danger of an unconscious 
submission to the "counterfeit brain struct~e" that Tom Hayden 
has spoken of. By acceding to the narrowly-defined state of affairs 
from the· hermetically~ealed feaders of this ·country, we ·may be 
forfeiting our last chance to define the extent of our individual 
liberties. Similarly, those leade·rs of our 'institutions of · 
comm.tin.ication must recognize their responsibilities to. ti1e public·.-. 
One of Richard Nixon's ·most significant pledges · has been "A 
Generation of Peace." In· a :nation whereWar is ~·P.eace, .. perhaps we 
are just beginning to see the more realistic signs-of a dGeneration of 
Silence." 
you will see that this action was 
entirely in order. To those of 
you who raise questions as to 
the legitimacy of Tuesday 
night's meeting, after more 
careful thought, I believe you 
will agree with me. If there are 
·still questions, I am always open 
to suggestions and discussion. 
TO THE EDITOR: · 
The Tompkins County Jail. 
has gone through some changes 
since prisoner protest. last March 
brought jail conditions to public 
view. Sheriff Robert Howard , 
outlined some of the changes in 
a recent interview with a· 
member of the Ithaca Bail Fund. 
. the State Court of Appeals, New 
York's highest court. 
Even for The lthacan's 
frequently dubious standards of 
journalism your editorial of 
October 12, 1972 on military 
recruitment reached a new low. 
To quote directly: "There are 
some of us who can still feel 
deep, heart-rending emotions 
which obliterate any sense of 
intellectual freedom or other 
such garbage." 
This week's Student Congress: 
meeting began. with a rilling. 
from· the Chair suggesting that, 
"I) Tonight's meeting be 
declared __ .a __ Special Session. of 
Student Congress. 2) All 
questions of order be decided by 
the Chair, with assistance from 
the Vice-Chairman. When the 
Chair is. undecided, he will .ask 
for the sense of the body on the 
issue. 3) Robert's Rules of 
Order, Revised will not apply 
officially on any matter in 
tonight's meeting. 4) Whenever a 
dedsion of the Chair is 
questioned, an appeal may be 
made by any voting member of 
Congress. It is not debatable, 
need not be seconded,- and must 
come to an immediate vote. The 
appeal will be µpheld by a 
majority vote of those present." 
The .reason for this proposal was 
that· I felt that the Congress 
could deal more effectively with 
the issues at hand if the meeting 
·was conducted in an infoIJDal 
manner. I stated that Robert's 
Rules of Order is a complex 
system, and that unless everyone 
Perhaps the ,more important 
issue is not whether or .not rules 
were violated, but whether _or 
not the meeting was a good one. 
Certainly,-compared with the 
meeting of two week~ ago, it WilS 
an obvious improvement .. A Jot 
of time was saved by not having 
to· deal with constant 
interruptions on questions -of 
order. I do not believe anyone's 
right to speak-was denied and I 
think. the different opinions on 
each issue were expressed to the 
satisfaction ·of the members. 
Student Congress is often 
criticized for it's ineffective~ess, 
but if we ~ontinue "to get b, ,gged 
down in parliamentary· 
pr·ocedure and legal 
technicalities, rather than deal 
with the issues,'nothing will be 
accomplished. 
The recreation room on the 
top floor of the jail has been 
open for several months. It 
·houses a pingpong table, 
weight-lifting equipment arid a 
television. ,The room is used for-
g e n e r a 1 r e c r .e a t i o n· 
(accomodating about 1/3 of the 
jail's inmates at a time). and for 
regular programs. 
The candidate, running on the 
Democratic ticket, is Mrs. 
Nanette Dembitz, presently a 
judge in a Family Court. She has 
had 30 years of legal experience, 
much of it in appeals work 
which is the type of cases she 
would be presiding over if 
· elected. She is active in the Civil 
Liberties Union, the Legal Aid 
Society and has been on the 
National Board of Directors of 
Planned Parenthood. 
Among other people who are 
supporting Dembitz for this 
position. is one of her old law 
professors from Columbia who 
wrote a letter in her behalf on 
October 4, 1972. After 
describing some of her activities 
and mentioning her "unusually 
able. writjn~ in professional 
periodicals," he wrote: "Most 
recently J have benefitted f~9m 
some of the penetrating opinions 
she has written' as a judge of the 
Family Court, which has 
unfortunately not had a 
tradition of explaining 
impo·rtant decisions, as she has 
done- so usefully. Every phase of 
her acti~ty has been marked by 
effectiveness in thought and 
execution. Her briefs have 
strongly influenced both 
substantive and procedural 
issues." 
In addition to her excellent 
preparation and competence for 
the post for which she is 
running, Mis. Dembitz is the 
fust woman who has made it to· 
the final ballot. Six men are 
running also for' the three 
positions open. Each of you can 
cast ballots for three. Some 
people who think it is important 
to have a competentwoman on . 
this highest court in New York 
are planniniz to vote for only one 
judge, Nanette Dembitz .. I hope 
you will make your vote count, 
either by voting in person or by 
absentee bi:illot. 
Margaret Feldman 
Psycho!ogy 
From Attila the Hun to 
Hitler, the pages of· our history 
books are stained with blood 
because misguided zealots 
preferred .. h~art-rending· 
emotions" to .. intellectual 
freedom or other such garbage." 
Perhaps The lthac,an could 
follow the dangerous precedent 
of the Student Congress and 
hold a campus-wide referendum. 
We could vote "Yes" or "No1' 
on ''intellectual freedom or 
other. such garbage." Having 
complete faith in the students 
that I know, I am certain that 
the result would indicate that we 
need new editors for our student 
newspaper,, who believe in the. 
old-fashioned idea. 
·, 
Sincer~y, 
-Hugh Hainniett 
. Department of History: 
TO THE EDITOR: 
Although I sympathize with 
your feelings a·bout U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam, I 
thoroughly disagreed. -with last 
week•s Editorial_ How can you 
so contemptuously dismiss 
'"intellectual freedom or any 
other sw:h garbage?" Since _when· 
is freedom of speech a,nd 
intellectual freedom "garbage"?! 
Do you seriously believe in 
silencing those whom a· majority 
of people ·consider wrong? I am 
sure a majority of the students 
on campus disagree with some of 
the views expressed in The 
Ithacan. - quite often. It is 
f o r t u n a t e · f o r y o u· 
(and me, incidentally) that they 
don't all agree with you that 
Constitutional liberties sliould 
be abolished when they conflict 
· with the popular sentiment. 
Sincerely, 
Dorothy Ailes 
in Congress was familiar with all 
the rules, it could not be an 
effective· system for conduc;ting 
an orderly meeting.··Tne· 
proposal was; in effect,· asking 
the members of Congress to 
·place ·a great deal of trust in the 
Chairman to run the meeting in' 
· a -legitimate and proper manner .. 
And finally, the option was 
available to appeal any- decisiqn . 
of the, Chair at any time"during . 
the meeting, and in fact, this W3$'. 
done once. . 
At the end of the meeting,: a 
complaint was raised by the 
Governance Committee stating 
that the meeting .should. be· 
declared null and void due to 
violations of the Student Body 
Constitution; In fact, there were-
no violation of the Constitution, 
the By-Laws, or Robert's Rules 
of Order. The proposal was 
presented as a ruling of the Chair 
and· no objections or appeals 
were made. I asked for .a vote of 
support·on this proposal and the 
result was --34 in -favor, 2 
opposed, . and 9 abstentio& I 
co11S1dered this an overwhelming 
show of support of the proposal,. 
My decision to call a Special 
Session of Congress and conduct 
the meeting as it was conducted 
is supported by Section 2.11:i or· 
the· By-Laws. Nowhere 
throughout, the meeting was 
there auy violation of· the 
Constitution. if the proposal was 
interpreted. as a suspension of 
the rules, and if this· is your 
obje~tion, please'read Section 22 · ·•· 
of Robert's Rules of Order and 
Sincerely, 
Peter Bmett 
Chairman of Student Congress 
Programs at the jail include a 
high school equivalency taught 
· by a BOCES instruclor, weeklr, .. 
religious servic_es, and a_ 
twice-weekly cal.isthenics and 
weight-lifting program taught by 
a deputy sheriff. In addition, the 
Tompki_ns County Public 
Library sends a representative· 
weekly to receive prisoner' 
requests for library books. 
Shipments of mattresses an~. 
uniforms have also been ·received 
·. at the· jail during ·th6 last .few 
months. 
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LETTERS visiting privileges are limited ·to adult members of·the prisoner's 
immediate family Oll Tuesday 
and Friday from 2-4 pm. This 
isolation of prisoners must be 
ended. If, as Sheriff Howard 
says, limitations of staff and 
facilities prevent any expansion 
of normal visiting privileges, 
special arrangements (perhaps, 
for example, telephones for 
prisoners' use) should be made. 
New York State law requires 
much more flexible 
opportunities for 
communication than are 
presently provided. 3) Workl 
release { that is, release during 
working hours to an outside job) 
should be made a regular 
program for all prisoners rather 
tha1;1, as now, an w xtraordinary 
occurrence. And, as most 
prisoners didn't have jobs before 
being locked up, jobs in the 
community must be found for 
them. 
COMMENT 
continued from page· four 
The Sheriff's Department 
deserves commendation for their 
response .to community concern 
about jail cqnditions. They have 
done what they can- -and they 
have shown how little they alone 
can do. The big problem at the 
jail is· not their administration of 
it, but popular misunderstanding 
of what a jail is for. 
WHAT IS THE A.L.S? 
The prisoners in the 
Tompkins County Jail are local 
men, and they will be our 
neighbors again soon. We would 
benefit much more by helping 
tliem solve their problems in the 
community than we do by 
isolating them from the 
community to punish them. Jail 
doesn't solve social problems, it 
only postpones them. 
The Ithaca Bail Fund thinks 
that the following three 
proposals are steps in the right 
direction: I) Only sentenced 
prisoners should be held in the 
county jail. The present 
money-bail system must be 
changed to end the injustices, 
including pre-trial imprisonment, 
which money bail entails. 2) 
There should be open lines of 
communication between 
prisoners in the county jail and 
the community. At present,. 
For the sake of the 
community, the Tompkins 
Cour.ty Jail must stop being a 
temporary dumping ground for 
unwanted· people Jail doesn't 
solve social problems, it only 
postpones them. 
Gloria Ortiz 305 Stewart Ave 
Mike Wright 323 Elm Street 
Tim Lawrence 3 19 Linn Street 
Ithaca Bail Fund 
By Mabu Brad Young 
WELL ... bv some it is defined as "the Nigger or Negro 
Association on campus. It probably is also looked upon as the 
fraternity for "those people", or the "Black Students Union". But 
to the people involved it is essentially the union of the present 
oppressed minorities of Ithaca College. When I speak of minorities, it 
is refered to the non-white students of Ithaca College. At the 
present, the 'individuals involved are the black and Latin students of 
this campus. The initials stand for Afro-Latin Society and this 
should not be confused or purposely changed. 
The organization has it's own constitution and annual elections 
for offices. We are politically motivated, but we don't seek to rule 
or lead our brothers and sisters in social, cultural, or economical 
concepts. We provide to the best of the people's decisions on just 
what the A.LS. should function on. The origin to the A.LS. can be 
related to the reacti0ns of the power structure of the world. The 
power structure (in the past and present--white) being those people 
~ho have oppressed the non-white people of the world with their 
democratic power and who control the more liberal aspects of the 
K.K.K., at the base of Ithaca College. In brief, liberalism and cultural 
valves of Klanism, are synonymous! (Dig) 
The organization again is not surviving on theories of one or two 
people who represent the almighty power politicians, but, a 
colle-ction of intregrationailst, nationalist. etc. We are workinl! for 
the best representation that we as an organization can fulfill. The 
organizations at other colleges and universities. that represent the 
non-white minority are part of us and we are part of them. The black 
Latin, Chinese, Japanese, Indian, all people of color through-out the 
continued on next page 
COMMENT The Marines Have Land_ed 
By Gary Reing 
The Marines have landed or at least 
established a beach-head at Ithaca. 
Gollege. Along with the other military 
services, tne Marines will appear on 
i.:ompus on October 25, to disseminate 
information relating to recruitment. 
The presence of the Armed Forces on 
. , .campus in this capa:oity is no_t new. In 
the past years, the military has become 
a familiar sight. This· year, Student 
Congr(?SS addressed itself to the 
question of whether or not it was in 
the interest of the student body to 
have the military visit the camp11s for 
, recruitment purposes. This question 
has two facts: I) Did the students 
want· the military to come on campus 
and; 2) Did the military c~nstitute a 
danger to the health and safety of the 
college community. In dealing with 
latter question, Student Congress 
authorized a suit to be brought 
beforere the Community Council to 
determine the health and safety aspect 
of the question. 
To the question of whether or not 
the students wanted the military on 
campus-. ('ongress authorized the 
• .. ~ 1 -
,, . 
- u.· 
Community Health and Safety 
Committee to draw up a poll to be 
taken concerning student opmion on 
the matter. The question on the poll 
-, I. Should military representatives be 
allowed to disseminate informat10non 
the Ithaca College campus? 
-, 2; Sho°illd military representatives be 
allow cd to recruit on the Ithaca 
College campus? 
Polling was done by members of 
Student Congress, For those on 
campus, the representatives went door 
to door. taking the poll. Off -campus 
students were to vote in the Union this 
past Monday. Out of 3,947 students, 
approximately 2300 voted. The results 
were: 
Question I: 
YES NO ABSTAIN 
1,704 418 119 
Question 2: 
YES NO ABSTAIN 
1,095 1,046 237 
Student opinion on the first question 
was evident by a four to one ratio. On 
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the second qu~stion, the result was 
close. The intent of Congress taking 
this poll was to receive student input. 
Congress adopted the results of the 
poll as the position of Congress on the 
matter by a vote of 43-12-3. 
There were some questions as to the 
validity of the poll, especially question 
two. Several inconsistencies should be 
brought out. First, Jh~,re \\'\ls no 
polling done in Terrnce 's ·2, 5, and 
12A. In addition, only 57 out of 
approximately 700 off-campus 
students voted. An argument that 
these students had the opportu'nity to 
vote and therefore it was the fault of 
the students that the off-campus vote 
was small, was advanced in Congress 
and accepted as indicated by the 
Congress vote. By doing this, Student 
Congress accepted the votes of 5 7 
people or 8% of the off campus 
population as being representative of 
approximately 20% of the entire 
student body. These figures were not 
considered by Congress in validating 
this poll. Had a more participatory 
method of polling off-campus students 
been implemented, the results of the 
second question may have changed. 
Further inconsistencies in the 
polling procedure were that of alleged 
coercion by pollsters. This was 
brought to the attention of Congress 
in the form of a written statement. 
Othcrobjcctions were made as to the 
wording of the questions and the 
ambiguity of the same. 
With respect to the health and 
safety aspect of the miHtary question, 
Congress withdrew its suit. The basis 
for this was the interpretation of the 
poll. This question was kept alive by 
having it referred to the Community 
Health and Safety Committee of 
Student Congress for invertigation. 
Due to the importance of this 
question, Rich Slone, chairman of the 
commitee, is bringing the matter 
before the Campus Life Committee for 
determination. 
Military recruitment on the Ithaca 
College campus is here to stay. 
Students, whether they arc for or 
against, should take the opportunity 
of talking to these representatives. The 
military representatives arc here to 
answer students questions concerning 
the military. This resource should be 
used by the students to the fullest 
extent of their interest 
I .Tl"R:\ LEFT·LE.\\T\G ITHAC \ COLLI.C,I· . I', \I I l. I.SI 
J 1, 
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United States educational system, have organized and communicated 
on the basis that oppressed students (which in the future will be the 
national power) have the same old "thing" in common. There 
shouldn't be any need for.explanation on the commonality! 
so that they cannot function with the organiza.tion at all. Sine~ the · 
organzation is a part of the school, it's obvious who promotes these 
hassles on our member. de-
Aguero 
The political system of Ithaca College is alm?st lik~ ~he political 
system of the United States. The U.S. has racist policies, so does 
Ithaca College! The U.S. has the CJ.A. and F.B.I., so does Ithaca 
College. In the same political comparison, there have been attempts 
to break the unity of the A.L.S. This can be done by attacking 
individuals who are a part of the organization and promoting hassles 
So .. in conclusion, I personally feel the the Afro-Latin Society 
is the most organized campus organization at Ithaca College. We 
have problems, but if you think hard and look back at 
history .. · .you can understand why we've come together .. .also you 
can understand thepeople who created the problem! (Dig) 
RED, "WHITE" and BLUE 
Reporter Arrested as Police 
Club Crippled Viet Vet 
LOS ANGELES (LNS) -- -
Ron Ridenour, a reporter for the. 
L.A. Free Press was sentenced in 
late September to one year in 
"ail and faces the possibility of 
one and a half more for other 
misdemeanors. 
Ridenour was arrested while 
attempting to photograph the 
beating of Ron Kovic, a 
paralyzed Vietnam Veteran by 
the two undercover agents. 
Kovic was part of a 
demonstration protesting the 
mining of Haiphong Harbor 
outside the Committee to 
Re-elect the President. 
Apparently two 
plainsclothesmen spotted and 
shouted to a policemen to arrest 
him. Ridenour was later charged 
with interfering with Kovic's 
arrest, resisting his own arrest, 
and creating. a 'rout' (a minor 
riot). He was released on $500 
bail and his camera returned 
with the film exposed. 
What he was trying to 
;,interfere with" by taking 
pictures was the following: 
"Several witnesses watched as 
agents Mike Miranda and Joe 
Robinson, who had been posing 
in civilian clothes as 
demonstrators, grabbed Ron 
Kovic out of his wheel chair and 
proceeded to twist lµs arms," 
recalls Ridenour. "beat his 
shoulders and back and later 
throw him into a police car in 
such a manner. as to break his 
permanently deadened legs. 
Ridenour was told that the 
charges "came from 
downtown." He later 
reported that the arresting officer 
told him, "They (the undercover 
agents) certainly have it in for 
you, Ron'." During the past 
several years, Ridenour has 
written a bout various illegal 
police activities among other 
things, including being very . 
vocal about the war. 
An appeal for a new trial was 
denied even though the defense 
found the undercover agent w,ho 
fingered him, and who the 
prosecutor said didn't even exist. 
The judge denied the motion for 
a new trial on the grounds that 
one cop's testimony would not 
alter the results. 
A Ridenour Defense 
Committee has been formed and 
can be contacted at: 
The Free Press 
6013 Hollywood B0ulevard 
Hollywood, California 90028 
Are the candidates 
you plan to vote · . 
for pledged to end 
the war? 
For many Americans, the crucial issue in the coming election is endin_g 
the war in Vietnam. . 
· This is the third in a series of ads published by Peace Alert USA in 
newspapers from coast to coast to permit hundreds of thousands of ~mericans 
to vote on the single question: "Should Congress end the war by cutting 
off the funds?" 
Your peace votes have had their effect in Congress. We have n<?t yet .won 
but we have made clear'·headway. · : · · _·; , 
For the first time in history, the U.S. Senate voted to cut off f"1nds for 
the war. (July 24) · · · .:- . . -.-. : :" 
For the first time in history, the House Foreign Affairs Comntjttee 
reported out an end-the-war amendment. (July 26) Other recent votes in.: 
Co~ have shown growing strength for pea~. . 
It is important now to make sure. the candidates you vote form November 
are pledged to peaoe in Vietnam. · -
Write or visit your Congressman: Write or visit your candidates, both 
national and state. Malec sure they are right on the war. -
The National Peace Poll and other actions of Peace Alert USA are · 
working to tum the tide. We ask again for your vote and your help to rai~ the --
lllORCY needed to get these ads into.local newspapers. · 
Send your contribution to Peace Alert USA to keep this current effort going. 
And make sure the candidates you vote for in November are pledged to 
peace in Vietnam. 
r••••••••••••••, r••••••••••••••, 
·_ · I NATIONAL PEACE POLL I ·1 ~~Ave. NE I 
· · I I I Washington. DC 20002 I 
.. ShouldConipesshrinathewartoancnd I I Encl .b _ I I by cunirti1ofl 1he lunds! Oi5Cd is my contn ution or 5 ______ _ 
· l'IO o I l'lcae make clxds payable 10 -Peace Alen uSA- I · 
.-. IN~. YESD .I 
;\ I -' . - I.· I NAME . I . ' 
: I =-~- -- -. .: ...... ADDRE,SS --~-----: I 
·: -I settoT1t1saAt.'tpTro,N,..n~Al~AcEPOLi._· : -~-• I ori ·· . STAIE i1e<-=-:-'·; -I 
: L.·~-~-~:;;.·:-" .. "l:l<.;:·:'.~_.l·i L111••-••••••••••~il 
. - ' . ~ . 
Sen. Harold E. Huaties (D.:lowal Sen. Alan Cranston (D.-Calif.) . 
continued from {XIKe 2 
be treated like consumers of merchandise. You 
have to wrap u_p your product with liquor and 
parties." He has had several showings at Ithaca 
College in the Union but would prefer the 
atmosphere of the Performing Arts Building. There 
was a move by some professors and students at 
I.C. this year to have a showing of Ed's paintings 
for Parent's Weekend. The powers that be 
however, apparently dedided that Ed was only 
looking for personal gain in exhibiting his· work. 
Ed answers "One gains alot by having a sho:w and · 
the paintings may· even sell. They (the 
Administration) don't look at it gracefully. For an 
_ artist who is already established, he needs one-man 
shows." Speaking of painters_ in general, Ed 
says,"We don't associate with one another. There's 
a rivalry I suppose." . · 
"Uncle Eddie"; a teacher, a painter, a friend of 
many; enjoys life in Ithaca and plans to stay here 
for the rest of his life. J:Ie is not married but 
considers his paintings his "b:ibies" and even keeps 
a complete list of who owns (has adopted?) each 
one. There are still countless works of art hanging 
in Ed's home aruf next· door gallery and he 
welcomes the opportunity to show someone 
_around. Teaching-may be his livelihood, but 
painting is his first love and his claim to fame. Ed · 
tells us_ "A painter sees beauty where the average 
person might not. I am always looking for the 
esthetic nature of things." J.uc:Iging from his work, 
the beauty and esthetic nature of things seldom 
escape him. K.H. 
"Our lands lie where 
our dead lie buried" 
-Crazy H«;irse 
WORDS 
A POEM BY DANIEL BERRIGAN 
Our apologies good friends 
for the fracture of good order 
-. tne b~mirig·'of paper instead of children 
· .We could not so·1telp us God do otherwise 
For we aie- sick lit heart 
AU of us who ac;c° against the law 
tum to the poor of the world to 'the Vietnamese · 
to the·victims to. the soldiers who kill and die · 
for the wrong reaSOJIS for no reason a,t.all 
because they were so ordered by the authi>rities 
of that public order which is in effect 
a massive institutionalized -disorder 
life and gentleness and community and unselfishness 
is the only order we recognize 
For the sake of that order 
We risk our liberty our good name . 
The time is past when good men may be silent 
When obedience · 
can segregate rnen from public risk 
when .the poor can die without defense 
How many indeed must die 
before our voices are hear-d 
how many must be tortured dislocated 
starved maddened? 
How long must the world's resi:filrces 
be raped in the service of.legalized murder? 
. When ll~ what poirit will 'you say·np _to t~is war.2: 
. We.have1chosen to say . ·- · · · · _-,;:.. 
. ~iJh the-gift. o( o.ur liberty ·· · ·· · · - ' 
_i(n~~e~ry.ouriives: . . . :;.r· . 
the violence stops here . 
the deatfr stops here . 
... \ 
-, ' 
.-.·- . 
., ... ~ 
Rep. Donald W. Riegle, fr. lR';·Mi~.) ~P- ~uJ N. McCl~ey, Jr. (R.-;Cabf.l 
National ~-~~n ~S1 . _ .. 
·,he supression of-truth stops herci-",. · __ . 
Redeem the times! .· ,. . , . 
. ' .. 
We say:·.killina is disorder 
- S•• -· • ' . •. .,....._,-.r1"'· ,,_-.., • • • ., ; ·• 
• .1• ••• 1 
.............. ..,,' 
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Ail applications for National Drect Student Loans (NDSL) must be 
in the Financial Aids Office by October 31. All papers for the 
second semest~r loan must be signed proir to. Thanksgiving vacation. 
Ithaca College has received an unrestricted $6000 grant from the 
Eastman Kodak Company. This is part of over a million dollars in 
educational grants this year, based on the number of graduates who 
joined Kodak within five years after graduation and are presently 
completing their fifth year of company employment. At Ithaca 
College, Kodak gives $750 for each year of academic work 
completed by the employee.- Since 1968, the College has received 
$26,300 from Eastman Kodak. 
There will be a meeting of the Community Health and Safety 
Committee at 7:30 this Thursday night in F108. This committee is 
currently dealing with the questions of safety of recruiters while on 
campus, food in the snack bar and your health, security in dorm:. 
and parking lots, and other matters that will effect you. 
Membership of this committee is open to all students interested. 
Please attend if you want to join, if you have something to say, or if 
you have an issue for us to look into. 
DOES NIXON BUG YOU'? There will be a Rally for MCGOVERN in 
front of the Union Monday, Oct. 23 at 11 :00 a.m. IC Professors, 
Vietnam Vets and Special guests will be speaking. 
Music for french horn will be performed by Gail Williams in Ithaca 
College's Walter Ford Hall at· 2 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 21. The concert 
is op-en to the public and is without charge. 
Miss Williams is studying horn at the Music School with Prof. John 
Covert. She is a member of the Collee;eOrchestra and in addition is 
principal horn of the Utica ~Vfl!phony. She has appearedtas soloist, 
chosen by audition, in the School's annual Concerto Program, ana 
she has also played in the Concert Band. In 1911 she received the Pi 
Kappa Lambda Achievement Award for outstanding performance 
and contributions to the School of Music. 
The Saturday program includes Sonata; Opus 17, by Beethoven, 
Villanelle by Dukas, Concerto for Two Horns in E flat by Rosetti 
and.Partita by Verne Reynolds. 
Miss Williams will be assisted by student instrumentalists Jan Delli 
Bovi and Liz Seleski, piano; Ray Zoeckler, Karen. Lang, Michael 
---
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Cleve.land and· . .Eliza Tan, violin; Roberta Crawford and Gene 
Semiatin, viola; Susan Doyle, cello; Jule Paul, bass: and Rebecca 
Robinson, horn. 
Medical Aid for Indochina will hold a meeting at 8 p.m. on Wed 
Oct. 25 in Fl 06 
On the agenda will be an (lppraisal of the recent Brown Rice and Tea 
Dinner; discussion o"f door-to-door leafletting downtown. 
community and neighborhood slide show presentations on Vietnam 
and other anti-war activities. If you have any ideas or wish to help, 
please come or call Rich Knight 272-9389. 
Total giving to Ithaca College doubled in the past year according to 
an annual report, jointly issued by David J. Laub, chairman of the 
Board of Trustees; and Edward Eisenhart, trustee and chairman of 
the College's newly-formed Development Council. 
Gifts totaling over three-quarters of a million dollars indicated 
increased participation in development efforts by all supporters of 
the College, including alumni, parents, friends, corporations, and 
foundations. This Years' total giving reached $773,193, compared 
with $381,412 last year. 
Unrestncted giving is up 18 percent to over $200,000 for the first 
time ever. 
Under special restricted gifts, there is a 15 8 percent increase to 
almost $300,000, mostly from corporations and foundations. These 
funds are solicited by the College for specific program purposes. 
Not only the financial figures for unrestricted giving are up; the 
number of contributors increased 14 percent to over 2,300; alumni 
contributors increased 17 percent and parent contributors 21 
percent. 
Ithaca College Television Department studies extend a warm 
invitation to all students who want to develop and present their 
creative works - - - and they will be produced and aired, subject to 
-the approval of the directors of the executive board (which, by the 
way, is made up totally of students of Communications). Program 
proposals· may be submitted to ED LIBONATI or STEVE 
SHIEKMAN, and they will set up everything you need for producing 
your creation: sets, crews, and all technical equipment will be 
provided. If you really want to get involved in the production of 
your script, you can act . as executive producer and oversee the 
makings of a superior program -: - - whether it be drama, comedy, a 
talk-show format, or a documentary; anything you want to do. To 
follow up on this_ fantastic opportunity,just notify ED at 277-0873, 
or STEVE . ,t 273-3778, and they will answer all questions or 
problems you may have, as well as discuss with you the feasibility of 
your proposal. If you can't get in touch with them, call centrex 
3216 or 3217 (274-3216 or 274-3217) and leave a message. We need 
new talent and fresh ideas for productions - - -we need YOU! So ge• 
involved and write your script today! 
, 
llrt Dept. 
See/ts GrowtlJ 
By Pinky Ohanian 
On Wednesday October 18 
there wa~ J m.:et111g 111 the Jrl 
department for all art majors to 
decide the future of the art 
department. Ithaca's art 
department could be on.: of the 
best in the country. as phrased 
by one of the faculty professors. 
The organization of the 
department is varied in the 
minds of the students and the 
minds of the professors. The art 
is fine arts and does not have the 
commercial aspects of art· aa 
desired by too many students in 
this department. There are many 
possibilities as to the needs, not 
only physically in expansion, 
but also in the minds of the 
students and the ability to work 
together and become spirited 
through art to increase the 
dimension of the department. 
Presently the department is 
Jacking leadership and has had 
300 applicants for the position 
of chairman for the department, 
but is still unfilled. There is need 
for physical expansion and the 
allotments of the budget are not 
adequate enough to contain this. 
With the department feeling 
together on certain necessities 
there is a way and there will be a 
will. I urge all art interested 
students to help paint the 
landscape a little brighter, and 
attend a department meeting to 
help save the arts next 
Wednesday October 25th. 
TVS-ex- Topic 
in TV Guide The Weekly Cloud Dragan CapTtonConlesT 
RADNOR, Pa. · Changing 
American attitudes on sex, 
nudity and language are now 
being reflected on television 
fare, TV Guide magazine reports 
in its current issue (Oct. 14). 
Viewers are seeing sexy 
movies, hearing discussions on 
subjects like homosexuality and 
lesbianism, and hearing language 
that would not have been on the 
medium five years ago. 
One group, the magazine 
reports in the first of a 
three-part series by Max 
Gunther, "feels -America's moral 
backbone is decaying and is sure· 
TV's new Liberalization is ho.th 
a cause and a sympt<>m o"f that 
decay. At the opposite pole are, 
those who sneeringly.dismiss the.· 
first group as far-~t political 
nuts or religious fanatics - or, to 
use a phrase that is fashionable 
on college campuses these days, 
'sexually repressed.' " 
Two major organizations 
fighting · what they regard as 
TV's looser rules are Stop 
Immorality on TV, with 
headquarters in Warrentown, 
Va., and Morality in Media, 
located in New York City. The 
former group uses a chain-letter 
a p p r o a c h to .. pro t es t 
programming it feels glorifies 
adultery, promis-cuity, and 
"lewd, sick jokes about family 
life." 
Morality in Me~ia writes, 
regularly to TV stations and 
networks about alleged .. smut." 
The group~ chairman is a rabbi 
and · a Catholic priest is its 
President. Its board lists a 
number of prominent persons. · 
:--:. ~.:·"11.. ~;:'.... .... ~ ~ ........... ,. _.,,,_ ..... _;.. ~.·----· ' 
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This is the chanc~ to get started in the 
craft you thought only your long lost 
uncle could teach you ... 
Each week, Cloud Dragon Crafts will 
a ward free expert instruction plus 
starting materials in any one of the 
following crafts: 
Stained glass 
Candlemaking 
Macrame 
Silk-screen-
: printing .. 
. ,. ' . 
Batik. 
.• : _!, 
·--.:-- ..... ::.. • ___ , ,,_:,...J,... , .. - _-._,_, ,_,,....,.,_ • _,. ... ,. 
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Why did I leave 
my Mateus cork 
at home? -~~ 
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FREE CARTOON POSTER JUST FOR ENTERING 
Everyone who enters can pick up their prize 
poster in the Ithacan Off_i_ce, any day. after 
noon Monday. Just tell whoever is in 1he 
office your name. Then yg_u will he given your 
free cartoon poster and · your name will he 
checked off our list of folk~ ,, ho were hip 
enough to enter. 
••••••••..•.....••••••.•.•.....•••....•........... 
All ..:nlrk~ mu~t he 111 the mail ,lot of 
the It ha can off ice• ( Wc·~t I owc·r 
ha~emcnt) hy noon Monda~. 
Your caption will he judgo.:tl on 
origi11ality. humor anti/or 
appropriah:nes.,. 
Use th.: entry forkn provitlo.:d or write 
your own. J\ddrc~s your entry to: 
Caption ("ontc~t l·.ditor. Ithacan 
Puhlishing Co. Inc .. Ithaca College. 
Ithaca N.Y .. 148SO. Be sure to indudo.: 
your name .and addres.,. 
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(These) "were the people who 
had come to pick up a piece of 
the Nixon administration at a 
price of SI, 000 a p/a te. The men 
were in dinner Jackets, the 
women in gowns, all of them 
with pink faces and soft hands, 
smelling of money and safety, 
good schools, old money, 
brokerage houses, seats on 
the exchange . .. winners. 
PART II: 1HE Il\1AGE Al\TI1HE ISSUES 
LIBERATION News Services 
Portrait of, a Politician 
''There were familiar faces: 
Nelson Rockefeller, Jacob 
Javits ... But most of them 
were the people who we don 't 
see, the people who inhabit 
boardrooms, the people who 
own America. 
"To look at them, you found 
it difficult to remember what 
flesh looks like after it has been 
scorched by napalm. None of 
them looked as If they 
personally would blow up an 
Asian peasant. fhey seemed part 
of some safe . . . vision of the 
world, a world of manners and 
money and not the world where 
the American Air Force is laying 
down the heaviest aerzal 
bombardment in history." 
- - liberal columnist Pete Hamill 
in the New York Post, after 
covering a Nixon $ I ,000 a plate 
fundraising dinner. 
This year, 1972, Nixon is 
acting like the Wizard of Oz, 
dispatching personal 
emissaries - - Pat, Julie, Tricia, 
and his other standms - - while 
he sits home in the White House, 
working the controls, unseen. 
Nixon, himself, only ventures 
out under extremely controlled 
circumstances - - on a one day 
trip or so where he meets with 
"city leaders" in the morning 
and afternoon and later arrives 
al a closely guarded fundraising 
dinner at night which is usually 
simultaneously transmitted . to 
other locations. 
The one in New York City on 
September 25, played to a full 
house of 1,500 Nixon supporters 
who shelled out $ I ,000 a plate 
for each the privelege of hearing 
and seeing the President in the 
pam:aked-makeuped flesh. That 
speech was close-circuited to 25 
other locations. And three 
speeches by Nixon at the dinner 
in New York, followed by a 
luncheon in San Francisco an.cl 
another dinner in Los Angeles, 
were expected to bring in at 
leasl S5 million lo the Nxon 
i:ampaign. 
Any mention ot the issues by 
Nixon. safe cithrr in front of the 
audk•nl·e like lhe one in New 
York or in .1 her mctlcally sealed 
TV ,-[udio 1,- hound to bt' riddled 
t, y dis l ort wn. 1rrevelance. or 
11111-righl tying. Let·,. look at a 
ll'w l')>.,llllpk,-. 
Tl II·. W ·\ R · A,. amaz111g ;.1,. it is 
1,1 fl',1111,·. 11 1,. 111 lhl' arc;1 of 
i111,·rn.1lrll11.il .1ff.1ir, thJt Nixon 
i~ l r~ 111g I" l'OllJUr,· up J 
r ,. !' ll I ,I I I l l 11 o f h l' I 11 g ;J 
distinguished world statesman. 
For a man who is 
directing the. most technically 
advanced and most devastating 
war in history, it seems 
ludicrous. But never 
underestimate the man who in 
1952 said that Adlai Stevenson, 
the Democratic candidate for 
President, "forfeits his right to 
even be considered for the 
presidency" unless "he declares 
U'lequivocally that he opposes 
recognition of Red China and 
supports free (sic) China" and 
then, less th.an IO years later, 
stages and extravaganza for the 
American media on his trip to 
China. 
Or as one radical journalist 
put 1t at the time: 
"The new Nixon never looked 
newer - - shaking hands with 
Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, 
quoting from Mao·s Little Red 
Book of quotations, applauding 
vigorously after the Communist 
Int c rnationale (the traditional 
anthem of revolutionary 
movements). Any way you look 
al ll, 11 was a remarkable Nixon 
performani:e, fully orchestrated 
111 Irving color via satellite for 
Largest Selection of American Indian Sliver & 
Turquo~e Jewelry Also: Leather Clothing, Bags, 
Belts & B~d Made Stained Glass Lamps 
Our Leather Goods Are Made By Band In Our Own Workshop 
Only the Finest Quality Leather Is Used and each Item Is 
Guaranteed. 
~CUSTOM ORDERS ON REQUEST 
~;l\, 
•i..l :...i, 
J 
home TV consumption." 
But that's part of the Nixon 
technique,- - - when you can't 
brush something like Vietnam 
under the rug (even with 
Vietnamese which tries to keep 
up the war while making the 
corpses non-American), try 
distractions_ It's just highly 
advanced, multi-media bread and 
circuses. 
"As we work toward a more 
peaceful world," Nixon told his 
conventioneers both during his 
acceptance speech and during 
one of his movie tributes at the 
Republican convention 'let us 
think of Tanya (a 12 year old 
Russian girl who died during 
World War II. Nixon visited her 
grave on his trip to the Soviet 
Union) and ot the other Tanyas 
and their brothers and sisters 
everywhere. Let us do all we can 
to insure that no other children 
will have to endure what Tanya 
did and that your children and 
ours, all the children _ol th~ 
world can live their full lives 
together in peace and friendship." 
No mention of the explosive 
equivalent of 420 Hiroshima 
atom bombs he has dropped 
over Indochina, or the estimated 
26 million bomb craters, and the 
defoliated forests as large as the 
state of Massachusetts, surely 
some Indochinese "Tanyas" 
were affected by those acts? 
And again from that 
speech - - - his most recent major 
statement on the war -· - - Nixon 
said, "We've gone the extra 
mile - - - in fact we've gone tens 
of thousands of miles trying to 
seek a negotiated settlement of 
the war . . . There are three 
things, however, that we have 
not ·and that we will not offer: 
"We will never abandon our 
prisoners of war. And second, 
we will not join our 
enemies in imposing a 
Communist government on our 
allies - - - the 17 million people 
of South Vietnam_ And we will 
never stain the honor of the 
United States of America." 
But what do those words 
mean? First, whoever asked him 
to abandon the POWs? Certainly 
not the Vietnamese. They have 
only· maintained as common 
sense would indicate, that they 
will not release captured enemy 
perso~nel while they are still 
being attacked~ Particularly since 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rohnt S. Hoo1hroycl 
Rohn t I.. Hoothroyd 
Class of ':!4' 
Class of '6()" 
lk111~ <;. Kt·~,n -----Classof·s2· 
\\ 1lli.11n I· I~ 1111 - ------- -- CL.Li. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
INSURANCE 
"lfe h't'icome )'011r luq11iry" 
3 I] Ea.~, Seneca. /r/raca . .\". )'. 
several of the nine POWs that 
they have released at three 
different intervals in the past 
few years have been returned to 
Vietnam to drop more bombs 
over that· country_ 
Second, the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government of 
South Vietnam and the 
Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam have continually 
stressed in negotiations that 
they do not want to impose a 
Communist government in 
South Vietnam. Their plan calls 
for elections in which all 
political tendencies will 
participate - - - even the present 
South Vietnam government 
minus Thieu. _But apparently 
Nixon, nor his negotiators in 
Paris, are interested in accurately 
representirfg' the Vietnamese' 
statements to the American 
people. 
And third, what does "stain 
the honor of the United States 
of America" mean? All it does is 
suggest images which threaten 
traditionitional values of 
patriotism and morality_ 
ECONOMIC PRIORITIES: 
During his I 972 convention 
speech, just one year after the 
announcement of his 'Historic 
New Economic Plan", Nixon 
spoke glowingly of the "millions 
of new jobs created by our new 
economic policies;" that "as you 
all know, we have cut inflation 
in half in this administration," 
and that "unemployment is less 
than half the peacetime average 
of the sixties." Dazzling 
statistics but it is easy to fling 
out irrelevant of false statements 
in a speech when you don't have 
to defend your statements on 
tbs spot. 
When Nixon talks about how 
much his administration has 
done for the working people of 
America why doesn't he 
mention these concrete events: 
* *The West Coast dockers' 
s~rike_ defied a Nixon plea for 
the country's organized labor to 
cooperate with his new 
economic policy of wage and 
price freezes. The record 
breaking strike was an 
embarrassment to the 
administration and very 
expensive to the shippers so 
while the President was in 
Peking he signed legislation to 
force the strikers back to work. 
Prior to that legislation he had 
slapped the Taft-Hartley Act on 
the dockwork~rs - - - an 80 day 
"cooling off" period during 
which time strikers had to return 
to work. But the 80 days were 
over, the dockworkers were back 
on the picket lines, hence the 
special strike-breaking 
legislation. 
Nixon even went so far as to 
introduce into Congress a far 
more threatening piece of 
continued on page nine 
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NIXON 
conrrnued from paf?e e1f(ht 
legislation - - - the F:mergency 
Public Tran,portatwn Act which 
would give him the power to ban 
any tramportat1on "1rike which 
wa~ ''damagrng to the national 
economy. However he 
withdrew the propo~ed bill a few 
month~ later 111 an effort to wm 
back the alienated labor union<, 
for elect 10n t1 me 
** Three of the four labor 
rcpre,entat1ve, on !\1xon's 
l 2-membi:r wc1ge and price 
board, ~ct up to arbitrate 
dispute, between labor and 
comp,rn1e~, quit 111 eJrly ~prmg. 
They charged that the board 
dearly d l'>Cr1m1nated against 
working peoplt:. (One of them 
wa, George Meany - hardly a 
polit1Lal enemy of Nixon). 
Nixon quietly replaced the labor 
reprc,cnLit1ve~ with three 
"public" rcprc~entat1ves. 
*-'In 1970, 1,300 peopll: with 
rnco rn c~ over S5 0 000 paid no 
rncomc tax at all (at lea~! three 
of them had income~ over 
SI ,000,000/. I I 'J71, U.S. Steel 
Corrorat1on - - - the 12th largest 
American Lorporat1on earned on 
:.o total bu~rne~~ of almost $5 
bill,'1n, hc1d a net rncomc of 
$154,315,754 yet paid 
absolutely no rncome tax. 
Yet Ronald Reagan, 
addre~~1ng the Republican 
(' on ven I 10n and obv1ou~ly 
prc~entrng that Party\ point of 
view called loophole~ 'that old 
faithful of the demagogue~. Plug 
these and of cour~e we arc surely 
home free. Well, this 
demagoguery already had 
convinced many of our son~ and 
daughter~ that our~. 111deed. is a 
venal society, v1ct11rnz111g some 
to provide undeserved priveleges 
for other~. Well, let them name 
the loopholes, and they will frnd 
that they are the lcg1t11natc 
deduction~ without which the 
working men and women of this 
country could not afford to pay 
their income tax." 
**Nixon ha~ cont111ually 
t.1ken the ~•de ot the large 
grower~ 111 the United 
I' ,1 r 111 w o r k e rs st rug g le t o 
1111101111.e migrant IJbor 
"l:leph.111b Like Lettuce" 
and ··Hoycolt Grass N<Jt 
I.L·ttucL·" WL're populJr buttons 
Wll111 hy lfrpuhl1cans .it their 
l"OllVL'llll<>ll. I h,·y wc1e referring 
lo the· l·.11111worl,.,·r, c,dl for J 
N .1 l I o 11 .1 I H o y , o t l o I a I I 
11011-11111011 klluL·,· 111 .in alll'mpt 
lo IL'I lhL· u111011 111. Therl' .ire 
. 1iil'.1d~ .11111-sc·,·onJ.11} boycott 
l.1 \I'-. 111 wv,·1.il ,1 .ill', ( w h1ch 
proh1h1h p1LI-.L't, .it food store,) 
.ind th,· Rq,uhl1L·,111 P.irty ha~ 
' ll p fl\> I I L' d l h ll , L' I .J W , O 11 
,I 11 .1 [ I <l 11 W I d ,. I L' V l'i T h L' 
s L' C r ,· t ,I I ~ () I .\ g II nil t LI re 
prod.1111i,·d ktluL·c· thL' f,iod of 
lh,· 111<>111 h 111 "11~lhl 
rHE 
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20J N. Aurora 
272-7710 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
31 7 .\. 1/eat/11 u· St. 
/1!,aca. \. }' 
.ferry I/olden. 1/gr. 
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**Ever srnce the Wage-Pnce 
Board was ,et up It had a 
reputation for being tough on 
wage 111..:rca,es and ea,y on pnce 
nses Recently. however. they 
made a ~how of cracking down. 
But I! wa\ a pretty poor ,how. 
They vetoed a pnce rise on G M 
and 1-ord Lar, - - that 1s until 
after the election. At that time 
the two corporations may 
,ubm1t their request aga111 and 
the 1mphcat1011 1s that this time 
they'll get 1t. 
THE DRUG PLAGUE: In a 
"get tough" speech at the recent 
gathering of Democrab for 
Nixon at John Connolly\ Texas 
ranch, Nixon lambasted 
.. p e r m I , s I V C J u d g es " whose 
"leniency left a 'weak hnk' 111 
the country's efforts to nd the 
strceb of pushers of hard drugs. 
Above all else, society must be 
protected from those despicable 
narcotics profiteers who spread 
the drug plague for personal 
gain.'' 
Yet 11 is becommg more and 
more clear even to the general 
public: that some of our closest 
"fncnds 'in Southeast Asia seem 
to have a hand rn the drug 
bu,1ness. Alfred McCoy. 111 his 
new book The Politics of Heroin 
in Southeast Asia spells it out 
q LIile clearly. "As part of its 
unqualified support of the 
Thieu-Ky regime," writes 
McCoy, whose book the CIA 
tned to suppress but couldn't, 
the U.S. Embassy rn S;1igon 
"look~ the other way when 
presented with evidence that 
members of the regime are 
in v o Ive d 111 the GI h c rom 
traffic." 
CIA-chartered Air Amcnca 
helicopters carry opium from 
remote Meo outposts 1n 
Northern Lao~ to processrng 
plants in Long Cheng, all aircraft 
used by the Lao and Vetnamese 
air forces to transport opium are 
provided by the United States 
through the Military As .1stance 
Program: Meo farmers in Laos 
devote t hernselves fully to 
opium production since they 
re ce1ve all their rice supplies 
from the U .S 111 exchange for 
the young men and boys they 
s ,, n d t o L o n g Ch e n g for 
conscnpt1on m the CIA-trained 
army 111 New York City alone 
there are over 300 000 Vietnam 
veterans and of those at least 
30,000 and probably more arc 
drug addict. 
In the fact of the~c facts, 
Nixon's blustery "law and 
order" crackdown 1s a farce and 
only obscures the issue for 
1111lhons of Americans. 
Nixon. seeing Vietnam 
Veterans corning home hooked 
Jnd confirming those 
accusations, decided to reassure 
the American people September 
18. about h1, commrttmcnt to 
stop the hard drug traffic: 
· · A 11 y gov e r n men t w hose 
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I 
•Bloody Protest Staged at 
I 
: USAF Anniversary Air Show 
I 
I HO)'l;OLULU ( LNS) - .. The To bnng this fJct home to the 
I ~eekend of September JS people of Honolulu ,llld to alert 
I t h r o u g h 1 / w a ~ the Air Force cckhrant, o! th.: 
I officially designatea tne period horror of the s1tuat1on 111 
I to celebrate the 25th anniversary lndocl11na, c1v11Ian~ Donald W 
I of the U.S Air Force: Though 1t Sharp and Robert C. D1cker,on 
I has only existed as a separate Jr. a It ended a ca rn1 va I and air 
I service srnce 194 7, it Justly lays 'i how open to the public on 
claim 10 the history of the ll.S. September 17 and added then 
1
1 
Army Air Force as its own. The message to the fcst1v1t1es by 
privelege bnngs with it the pounng the1r own blood on an 
I memory, and the responsibility A1rForcc •-7D fighter bomber 
I of l-11rosh1ma, Nagasaki, Tokyo used in Vietnam . 
I and Dresden. Over 300.000 As the cahopc mu~,c blared 
I c1vil1ans were mcinerated Ill on, blood dripped down the \Ide 
I these cities alone as A RESULT of the plane and formed pools 
I OF A1r Force bombs. inside the cockpit. Ghostly 
"We pour our blooJ JI 
H1d,.1111 1,1d,1v to rl'111111d .ill ol 
u, thJt the· blip, on a radJr 
,c·recn are horn. h.ne pJrent,;. 
pla~ ·" children. love, laugh and 
LT\' and bleed and die whl'n our 
bt;1;1bs and bullch Jre let loo,e 
on them. The vcl11L"les th.it some 
ot ~ou drive Jnd the pJpL'r, tlJJt 
other, ot rou file. the fuel ,ome 
ot you pump ,ind the c·omputers 
o l hers of you tend mJke 
possible this tr.1g1c reJhty" 
The Air Force security 
apprehended the two and 
handcuffed them. a truck full of 
I Today the Air force 15 handprints from the victuns airmen with nfles were brought 
dd d h b d f I 1n. A~ the two were searched for I carrymg out a new, awsome were a e to t c o y o t 1c 
bombing campaign against the plane. weapons onlookers were ordered 
I Indochinese people. Much of the lo hand back the leaflet~ and to 
I bombmg 1s planned at Hickam As the onlookers gaped, Sharp refrain from taking pictures. 
I Air Force Base in Honolulu and and Dickerson distributed The government has not yet 
I then sped off to Southeast Asia statements cxplain1n_g the1r deudcd whJt course of Jct1on to 
I by computer teletype machines. actions. This statement m part take 111 the matter. 
~--------------------------------------
leaders participate Ill or protect ABORT I ON: "One of the even 111 principles ex pounded by 
the activities of those who foundatwn stone~ of our society the United Nations." 
contribute to our drug problem and civilization b the profound One New York colum111~t put 
should know that the president belief that human life, all human 111s finger on the irony of 1t all 
of the United States is required hfe, 1s a precious commodity,.. when he ,aid, "As more than a 
by statute to suspend all yet 1n this great and good few people have noted, Nixon 
American economic and military country of ours 111 recent years, has great respect for the s,mctity 
assistance to such a regime. I the right to life of literally of human hfc when 1t 1s a fetus; 
shall not hesitate to comply hundreds of thou~ands of it's when the fetus becomes a 
fully and promptly with that unborn children has been human being and starts walk mg 
statute. destroyed--- legally--- but rn around in places hke l'brth 
"Our goal 1s the unconditional my Judgement without anything V1ctman that he gets himself 111 
surrender of the merchants of approach Ing adequate trouble." 
death who traffic 111 heroin. We Justification." These words and ECOLOGY: "I lhmk 11.s a 
are gomg to fight the evil with more were part of a letter that mad world that sets off a five 
every weapon at our command. Nixon sent to Cardmal Terance megaton bomb," sa:d Ramsey 
'These people arc literally the Cooke while the New York State Clark d1scuss111g nuclear testing 
s I ave traders of our time • . . surpnsrng bit of interference • • · on an educational televiswn 
they arc trafficers in living it is rare for a president to so station. "What is it that 
death. They may be hunted to openly interject himself mto the motivates people to dnll a hole 
the end of the earth. They must midst of a furious state battle. 6,000 feet down into the 
be left no base in any nation for Even the establishment press carth'ssurtace, at an enormous 
their operations. They must be suggested that Nixon was more expense --S200 million or 
permitted not a single hiding concerned about the Catholic whatever it is, set thts thing off, 
place or refuge from justice vote this November than about and then jump for joy when 
anywhere in the world." those unborn children. they didn't blow the world to 
It remains to be seen whether But what was even more surprising smithereens. 
our "friends" in Vietnam, was the fact that JUSt prior to his 
Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand letter to Cardinal Cooke, Nixon 
have their funds cut off. had publicly rejected the 
recommendations of his own 
Commission on Population 
Growth (chaired by John D. 
Rockefeller III) which suggested 
greatly liberalized abortion laws 
and dissemination of 
contraceptives to young people. 
Just as he did 111 Apnl, 1971 
when he ruled against a 
hberahzcd abortion law for all 
legislature was Just about to vote 
on the repeal of 1t~ two year old 
liberal abortion law. It was a 
military personnel, :s.;1xon said, 
"I cannot square with my 
personal belief in the sanctity of 
human life - - - mcluding the life 
of the yet unborn. For surely 
the unborn have rights also, 
recognized by· law, recognized 
"Why is it that the Atomic 
Energy Comm1ss1on and the 
Department of Defense arc 
driven to do these things and 
why 1s t1 when five federal 
agencies apparently 
recommended to the president 
th·1t they not set that bomb off, 
th cy go ahead and do it 
anyway?" 
Public pres~ure, 
particularly from native ala~kans 
was also agarnst the A mdutka 
bla~t. but Nixon wa, not moved . 
And no wonder How could he 
veto nuclear testing wlule at the 
same time askrng for more 
money for nuclear armamants 
from Congress'' 
Typical of h1~ na,hy but 
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THURSDAY OCTOBER 19 
Hand Crafts & Jewelry 
Exhibition and Sale 
Union Lounge, 10 a.m - <, Pm 
Women's Group Meetin~ 
Terrace SA, 2nd Floo• I oungc. 
7 p.m. 
Karate Club 
Wrestling Room. lldl C"cnlcr. 
7:30 p.m. 
Community Council Meet mg 
Towers Dining llall 
8 p.m. 
I .C. Concert Band 
Dirt:cted hy l·.dward ( ;ohrcd1 I 
Ford Halt, 8: I 5 r 111. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20 
,tudenl Re1..ilal 
::;ord Hall, I p.111. 
,habbal Dinner 
Jnion DcMollc Ro0111. \ p 111 
ihabbal Service 
Rowland llall Coils-<· ll<1uw 
1:JO p.111. 
i!MS Lecture 
<;c,cncc I OX. 7. \() p 111 
Trivia Dance 
I{,·, Buh, Fur. & J,g,. 11111,,11 
~ R 00111 R Draft 13ccr. 'I p 111. /\d111"''"11 
SOccnl~. 
.. 
SATURDAY.OCTOB~R21 
Fellow~h1p or /\lhklL'~ 
11111 C'cnk1 Sw,111111111)! 1'0<11 
I I ·4) .1.111 
Women's Varsity Field HockL·y 
Lock ll.1w11 v, llh,1,.1. I .\l) p 111 
Senior Recital 
Gail WdliJ 111~. ""' 11 
Ford llall. 2 p 111 
Junior Varsity Soccer 
Hobart v, lth.1c1. ~ p.111 
Phi Mu Alpha Recital 
Ford Hall. 4 p.111. 
... ~.. -.-.. -... -.. -.. -........... -.......... -.......... 
CRITICS APPLAUD RIVALS 
RIVALS 11, .11 rr,11 \hOCkl'f' 
l(f'y,n Thon1.n, L I\ r11111•, 
RIVALS ,,. ,1 t.a1oc1n,u,nq .. 10,y' (,n,•u,,,1u 
Artis.try• . 11 ,s .a lyric ,.,ory ,,1on<J 1hr hnr, ot I\ 
Man And A woman· 11 h,,._ lhe n,o,1 t h,1111111 
fin.ale of .anv film I h"v" ,r~n lh1-. y,•,11 Krv,n 
Sande-r1., WA8C-TV 
Hillel llay Ride 
l.l'avc, lhl: ( ll,1pl.11n', c,ll1u: 
a I X l() p 111 
h,r r<·,l'rv.1!1<111, ,.ill l \~ \ 
Catholic Ma" 
Chor.ii R,><1111 I 11111 II.di <, !IJ 
p Ill 
S.A.H Movie "Joe" 
l/nw11 Rn l{c,11111. 7 & 'I HJ p 11 1 
i\d111"''"11 7,;, ll llh 
lhc.111,· Xi", p 111. i\d111"""11 
'- 2 ,111,k11h \ I 
SUNl)/\Y, O< "IOBl·R 22 
("alholic Ma" 
I 111d llall I I .1 111 
li111c,II I <lllll)!l", ', (l Ill 
l'ro1,·,1a11I Wor,l11p 
< 11111.il 1{1111111 I 11111 II.ill 11 
,I Ill 
l.l'l'lllH" 
l'.1111 \ltlk1 ( h.111111.111 .111d ( ll1c-l 
I xn1111v,· <11 (,.1111H·II <" will 
d l'L II" h 1, I I Ip I 11 ( Ii I 11 ,I 
1'<·11111111111)! 1\1h Bid)!. M.1111 
I "l',ll I, .. l \(I I' Ill 
lklt S1111p<'r 
\p111"111,·d 1,, llilkl. 111111111 j,,1, 
R," >Ill 
', (l Ill i!<1wl11q• l11ll111h ,II iliii 
( ,·111,·1 
S /\ B l-,1111 
.. j Ill' ... ,,.,. ~-1 I Ill d.l\ 
C'onn·rl 
R.1y l<<"pp. !!1111.11 ,p1111,11,.·d h1 
li1111l'd ( 1111,11,111 l·,·ll11w,ll1p 
l',·11111111111)! \1h Bid)! M.1111 
Monday Ol"loher 2] 
Gay L1hcratio11 F10111 Mel'ling 
W,·,1 I <>Wl'I B.iill >lly. 'I. 30 p.111 
l.)i~L·11s,io11-l>rug Law~ 
W1lh lo111pk111,<"01111ly I>/\ 
W,111.1111 S111i1v:111. 1-1111 1·1 W,·,1 
I nw,·1. ·7 p 111 
Tnc~dayOL·toher 24 
(' hL' 111 i,I ry SL·minar-.. Turnlahle 
Laser SludiL·s of EkL'lronic 
En,·rgy·· 
S,·ll'llll' 307. -l 30 p Ill 
Movi,·-·· M illlum,,· .. 
SnL'1ll·,· ~o~. 7 30 .111<1 •1 p 111. 
,1d1111~,1011 50 n·11h 
Green Room Scene 
i\rl'n., I hL·,11n·. I'./\ ll111ld111g. -l 
ll.lll 
Karale Cluh 
W1L·,ll111g 1{00111. 11,11 l"l'lll,·1. 
7.30 p.111. 
S111dc-111 Congrc~, McL'ling 
lilllllll I{,•, 1{1111111. 7 .00 I' l\l 
I 
I 
MUSIC 
Loggin~ and Mt-~sina 1n Concert I 
By l{,,hh} \1<,r,i.: 
()11 I 11<1.,~ 1h, 1h1rl,·L11tll 11111 1 gc,c,LI lu,k 11·.1, 
w11 l1 K, 1111 1 I "!!)!Ill, .,ml J1111 \l,·,"11.1 .1, Iii,·} 
d<.:/n, ,c-d .111 11111,1.,11d111/! ,1111cc·r1 I'> .111 .111x1,,u, 
.111d1< fill" .11 \} r,ll "" I 111h·r,11) 111 lh,· W<>IIIL"ll·, 
gy111 Du,· '" ,11111v dill1,ull1,·, wllli Ille· , .. und 
,y,1,·111 ., l,irgc J1LllllhL·1 11t .1w:11t111g Ian, ,lo<>d 111 
lh,· ,11ld t .. , ,111 1111111 1111111 I <>gg111, and \h:"111.1 
wcrv ,.11"11,·d w111i 11iv11 1111"1, .,nd lh,· d11,,r, wer,· 
"PClll"LI 
/\tin 1h,· gy Ill tilkd lip With ,1 V,llll'I) "' people-. 
llllllld111g .i sidl' ,hc,w ol 1111ox1catcd L"Xh1h1t10111\h. 
( a,l'y K.-lk) .i )!llll,111,1. tilled lhL' roo111 with 
11111",al 11111110111 D<·,p1IL' .1 ,old Mr. Kelky gJVc a 
111ag11l'II< d1Splay ot lyri<, .,nd gu1l.1r p1,.:l,111'. lk 
1,u,k c,ld llL".1d1 Bo,, "111g, .111d d1Jngi:d thL· lyric, 
I<> .1pp111p11.1ll" lhL· (lll"\l'III. lor eXJlll)lk--"I lllk 
""'" ,. C 1111p" 11•.1, ,ll.1ngnl lo "'[ 1ttk St.i,h 
l'<>11c h" 111 .111111h,·1 Wl'll-known ,ong w111i .i choru, 
rn<>g111/,·d ·" .. ,11v·11 11,,ve lun. lun. lun. '1,II her 
d,1ddy l,1ke, lhc I -h1rd aw.iy," the Jt1d1cncc 
llc·.11d ... ,IH·'II h.1vL· 11111. tun. lun. 't,11 hl"1 1110111111y 
l.1kl·, IIH· h,1llc-11L'' .iway"--111 rcl<:rcncL' to an 
l"IL'<IIIL d11du 1 t\n ,1llc111pl al 1mrl.iling Leon 
Ru,"·11', "llu111111111g Bnd'' wa, highly a111u~1ng. lie 
ended 111, sci w11h .1 trihutc lo tho~c who wear 
gl:1"L''· .. i'""' t "l" c·yL·,. wha l ·ya gonna do'1" 
I II,· l1gh1, ,ll.111!!L'd lo 111agcnta and yellow l<l 
111lrod11cL' the phc110111L·11al Kenny Loggim wno 
lo<>I.. n·111,·1 ,1ag,· and c11clw11!L'd lhc .itH.l1cncc with 
.1 ,olo <>I "Pooh Corner" tollowc<l hy "Danny's 
Wcdnc~day Octoher 25 
Organitalional Mel'ling for those 
inlerc·~lcd 111 Dance Therapy 
11111 (\·nl<"I. Dance· Stut.110, 7 
p Ill. 
Medical Aid lo Indochina 
Mel'ling 
1:1,c·11Lh IOh.X p.111. 
Israeli Folk Dancing 
Dan,<' Slllll10. Ifill (\·ntcr. 7 JO 
p Ill. 
KaralL' Club 
W 1 ,·,1lmg R<lolll. 11111 CL'nlL'I, 
7 .H) I' 111 . 
Thursday October 26 
Song" ,ind J Ill"\\ L ut to be relea~ed on lh 
Loggin, \k"111J Jlhum. Loggin~ then int,L 
··J1111m} \k,,,·nJ" Jilt.I the two musician,, 
"( ountr} Song" In lhL' nuddll' of the 11 
lollow111g ··( ountr} Song" the} were J0111 
Jon ( larkL· on lhl' ,ax, Lc,tl'r Garth, al,o. 
,,1x. 1.Jrry S,m, un bass. an<l Merel Breganlc 
drum, I hl' other, c;.1111c 111 with ~lll:h prec,~10 
till' audiencl' wa~ overwhelmed. 
group pl.iyl'<l 1110,1 ot their cuts from "'Sitt1 
w11h a c·ouplc or new ~ong~. Included wcr 
Make /\ Women Feel Wanted". "Peace Of\ 
"Vahcvala" with a ten minute digress1· 
111u~ical ingenuity, and an encore of "Nobod 
You" and ·'Your Marnma Don't Dance and 
Da<lcly Don't Rock ancl Roll". Jon Clarke 1s 
commended on his introduction to "Vahev1 
which he played two recorders simultaneou1i 
·.1 
• I 
Mc~sina gathers atlention as he ~trikc1 
appearing almost statuesque which serves :i 
contra~! to Loggins who does a lot of sto 
and head shaking. The group manufa 
111cred1ble sounds one of which is done wr 
use of an electrified flute and Guild echo rec 
Eacc note was coincided to perfection port 
group unity that lends itself to sure future su 
Loggins and Messina operate as one yet to 
individual qualities which makes me think th. 
short time Messina will no longer begi 
concerts with "Thankyou for buying the, 
and for coming here tonight as nobody l 
us, ... " 
1963-1971 are on display 
that includes a less pop cu!· 
interpretation but still 
Lichtenstein's formal stale 
intact. Much of his earlier· 
with the elements of comim 
pnnting process (as in the i 
for Oh, Jeff I Love You Toe 
IC Women·.~ Cluh Cards and 
Game ParlV POP ART 
... ) 1s of the comic strip m 
with heavy black outline;.· 
and bright standardized co 
After 1965 there is a d1,· 
character change 
Lichtenstein's style. He ar 
his commercial mannerisn: 
landscapes, brushstrc 
explosions and compli 
abstract "modern paintm~ 
1964 there is a landscape s1 
that is complel 
uncharactenstic of the stu, 
a modern painting with F 
Forms done in pencil, co· 
pencils on paper. This exh; 
an 1ntr1guing vie• 
Li ch tens te in 's techmcJI 
formal progress woi 
together to perhaps change 
people's feelings on the 
overused term Pop Art. 
W,11m·11·, ('t111111111111ty Bt11ld1ng. 
X-1 I p.111.. :SI 1}011:1lion 
Ski Cluh Meeting 
s,-,l'nc,· 202. x p.111 
Fan,11 y Recital 
I 1111111 hy T1111111on,-S.1>,. and 
M,11y i\nn Cowrt-1'1,1110. Ford 
11.,11.X·l:i 
Karate Cluh 
W 1 .:,1h11g Rno111. 
7:3ll p.111. 
11111 C.:nler. 
By Pinky Ohanian 
Pop ,1rt 1s too limiting a word 
to explain' the vastness of scope 
of Roy Lichtenstein. October 
10th through !he 12th of 
Novemher at the Andrew 
D1c·kson White Museum of Art 
1h11ly-scven colored pencil 
drJw111gs of L1ehtenste111 from 
Metal Rim 
Frames 
Eye glass prescriptions fdled 
<i> 
"JlJnm-.t\\. 
PhotograY 
Lenses 
ITHACA CA YUGA OPTICAL SERVICE 
134 E. State Ph. 273-4231 
.-.-
I 
IDID 
NOTES 
\tliSIC Rl:CITALS 
Two fn:e publ1<.: recttals h) lth.1c.1 Culkg,· l\llb1c ,lud,·nts will h,• 
g1wn at Walter Ford Hall this weekend. . . 
A program of music b} LisLt. Rav<'I. ~uL·c·1111. Bad\ l·.1ure: ~nd 
Haydn will bt' prt's<'nt<'d .it I p.m._ Friday, Oct. _7. Th,_ ,ul_~ 
perform<'rs art' Kart'n Bauman ,md ( arol Deutsd1, p1.11w. P:1tri,, 
Pickering. soprano: Louise Dunn, c·cllo. and C') nth1.1 L1mh d.1rnwt. 
Also playing will be a stud,•nt dJnnt'l d101r. Thl'_ part1,·1pant, .1r,· 
pupi,s of Mary Ann Covert. Josl'ph Tague, Lt•sh,· B,·nndt. 1-in.ir 
Holm and Robert Sl'hmidt. . . . 
4 S. t rday O··t '8 thl'n: will b,· a jomt r,·,·1t.1l h) Cy ntiuJ At p.m. a u · ~ · - · · . ·1·1 · 
· d w·11·- Hut ·hings pu111ls ot Angu, Godwm. 1,1r Manan an 1 1am L • . .. 1 program indudes songs an~ aria~ ~y ~chulll~lll'.. _Don11.o:tt1 ... ,oz,1r . 
fuare, Stradella, Monteverdi. C'anss11111 and Caldara . 
Th Ithaca College chapter of Phi Mu Alpha S111foma w 111 prl'Sl'nt .I 
fal~ recital free to the public, at 4 p.m. Saturday, Oc~. ~I. Begmnlllg 
·th the Phi Mu song, with music by Sir Arthur Su~hv~n. the active, 
WI duate faculty and alumni brothers of the mus1_c trakr111ty .w1l_l 
gra , ied program. Included is an Octet for W11'1d lnstrumcn1' 
present a var · f b ·oo and by Stravinsky' Divertimento by Mozart. pe1ces_ o.r ass . n e a 
clarinet by Maurer, Diverti~s~ment for Brass Qm_nk~ by Hartl y, 
traditional sea chantey, a spmtual and a song by Fauri;. 
Popular folk singer and composer Ray Repp will appear in 1:~nccrt 
Sunday, October 22, at the Ithaca College Performing Arts Bu1ld1ng 
beginning at 8: 15 p.m. Repp, born in ~t. Louis,. Mo., began 
composing and singing in the early 60's and since that time has been 
a popular speaker and concert artist. He has been 
national liturgical convention, entertained American Forces overseas 
and has been a featured speaker and singer for religious groups and 
secular campus assemblies throughout the country. Las~ ye~r, R~pp 
was an Ithaca resident working as a consultant in liturgical 
innovation for several worship communities. At present, he is living 
in New York City where he is studying and writing music for a 
future record release. He presently has six albums on the market 
ranging from the widely sung "allclu" to his ~eccnt.~elcas~ "~ear t~c 
Cry in." A music critic once wrote of the smger, He will linger 1~ 
your mind for years, and he will surface when you have need. 
Repp's music ranges from love ballads to protest songs and stresses 
personal commitment . The concert is being held m co?pcratton 
with the United Christian Fellowship at Ithaca College. Tickets arc 
available at the Egbert Union, Willard Straight Hall, Mayers Smoke 
Shop, Mid-Town Records, and Annabel Taylor Hall. 
"Baby Jane" and "The Tingler" 
Theta Alpha Phi is sponsoring the ·films ""'.hat Ever Happen:~ t~ 
Baby Jane" (Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, Victor Buono) and The 
T . gler" (Vincent Price) this Friday, October 20 at 7 and I 0: 30 111 B ·1. p.m. in the Main Theatre of the P.A. u1 ding. 
The films are being sponsored by TAP to raise. m?,ney for their 
annual children's-production this year, "Mary Poppins , 
Coming Soon .... HORROR 
SAB would like to announce their Halloween Festival of Horrors 
which this year will include 7 hours of films a~d- a lec~ure and 
demonstration by a Stonehenge England pract1e111g Witch, on 
Saturday October 28 ,beginning at 7p.m. 
WANT TO BE IN PICTURES? 
Anyone who would like to work on the production crew for a new 
television show, please contact GINNY PARTRIDGE at her home, 
277-3496 . . . . If she's not there, call the television studw at 
274-32166 (centrcx 3216) or 277-3217 (centrx 3217). We really 
need and want your help, we cannot produce a show without the 
crew - and we need people for the crew. This is a fantastic 
opportunity for you to partipate in !C's television. So call today and 
leave your name and phone number, and we will contact you 
regarding your position on the crew. Do it today! 
SAXAPHONIST TO GIVE CONCERT 
Saxophonist Timothy Timmons will present a free public concert m 
Walter Ford Hall at 8: I 5 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 26. The Ithaca College 
faculty recitalist will be accompanied by Mary Ann Covert. 
Featured on the program is the premiere of a new work by Malcolm 
Lewis, Elegy for a Hollow Man. Also to be performed are 
Introduction and Dance by Tom Ritter George, a Concerto by lngolf 
Dahl, Intermezzo by Enrique Granados, Prelude, Cadence et Finale 
by Alfred Descnclos and Sicilienne by Pierre Lantier. 
The Dahl and Desenclos com positions require virtuoso playing by 
the performer. The other works are lyrical and feature the 
saxophone at its melodic best. Lewis' piece, which_ draw~ its title 
from a James Joyce work, is an expressive lament m the romantic 
tradition. COUNTRY COMFORT on RADIO 91 
Country music is featvrcd each Saturday at 12: 15 pm. on "Country 
Round-up" with Val Lerner. The Nishvillc sound, mcludmg blue 
grass a11d rock-country highlight the show. 
ATTENTION IC CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
WICB radio will be conducting a marathon next weekend m an effort 
to raise money for the Muscular Dystrophy Associations of America, 
South Central flew York chapter. The staff of WICB urges you to 
help this worthwhile campaign by discussing possible contributions 
at your next meeting. 
HAYRIDE 
Saturday Oct. 21 'st, Hayride. 9 p.m. Sponsored by ~i!-1el. For 
Reservations call Chaplain's Office x3323. Free for Affthates, 35 
cents for Non-Affiliates. Please let us know if you have a car. 
NOTES ON NOTES 
All entertainment notes should be turned into the Ithacan Office bv 
Monday noon. They should be typed, double-5paced and not exceeq 
SO words. Please abide by this deadline. 
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· P I a y i t A g a i n Sa~·-
Out of Tune 
By Pally Berger 
"II 1s !Ill' s;1m,· <lid ,t,,ry . . 1 ftghl ftH loVl' and 
glory". hut lh1~ 11111,· 11 1s .ibt,ul a 11L·urol1l' movit' 
buff wlw divlHl'l'S ht~ wik .md lri,·s lo makt· it 
w1lh Ill's lwsl fnl'nd', will'. Woody i\lkn ts the 
l'l.'nkr of lht· ltiv,· lriangk. his Ol'St friend and w1fr 
\lcmg lh,· lwo olh,·r parls . in lht• movil.' Play It 
Again Sam now playing .11 llw SI rand Tlwakr. The 
mov1i: op,•ns ,ts Wtiody Alkn is watdung a 
Humphri:y Bogarl mov1,· and lhr9ugho111 lhc: rt·st 
of llw nwv1,· Woody l'onslantly r,·cr,·alc:s st·cn,·s in 
his mind llf how Bogar! would hav,· handlc:d llw 
s11ualitin Ill' 1s in al thal mo1t1l.'lll. Th,· plot 1s v,·ry 
lrill'. i\l°lc'r Woody /\llc·n divorn·s his wil"t· h,· lm·s 
lo dale olh.:r girls hut Ill' dot'S nol know how lo 
h;mdk• th,· stlualion. ,11HI a~ a rt·sult he lurns lo 
Bogar( for help. lk finally t·ruh up falling in love: 
with his h,-st friend's wifr hul lh,·y holh rt·alill' ii 
won'I work out and Woody 1., ll'fl wal..:hing his 
Humphrc:y Bogart movies. 
All hough th,·r,· arc: many l111c:s I hat radiate 
humor, the: movie: lacks grl';1tly. Tht· charadcrs 111 
themselves ar,· htr"momus. hul wht·n put logl'lhl·r 
they don'I s,·,·m lo mJk<: lht· slory comic. Woody 
Allen·~ aclmg was 1mlahk. making his rok 
helicvablc. I-Ii~ impersonations of Bog;1rl lwwt·vn 
did not l(Uttc make ii. Woody dt>cs a good joh of 
.:onvincing you he ncvc:r will or ncvt·r nmld hl· a 
Humphrey Bogarl. Plaudits(() lhc film t·ditor for a 
job extremely well-done llumphcry Bogarl movies 
seem to gt:t heller with ,1gc:, hul this 1110vic may 
never gel the t:hal:c lo ripen. 
WITCH to DEMONSTRATE 
HER CRAFT 
By Leah Fackos 
W1tcht:taft and the wor.-.h1p of 
Satan are actively practlcl'd a, a 
religion throughout the world, 
and Walh Elmark ha, undertaken 
to lecture on the ~u bjecl and 
de monstratc actual witchcraft 
She is a scriou, pradu.:ing 
English witch, who will he 
featured as a conLlud1ng note to 
the Student Act1vil1cs Board 
Halloween Festival of Horror.. 
on Saturday October 28. Her 
program will be entitled 'The 
World of Witchcraft", 
In her lecture/demonstration 
W a II i c x plains and gives the 
differences between White 
Witchcraft, the religion of 
Witchcraft, Black Magic and 
Voodoo. She will also discuss 
how she discovered that she was 
a witch and explain how you 
can tell if you may be one. 
Thro ugh out the program she 
encourages the audience to ask 
quc,t1ons and disl:USS the var!ous 
point\ that shL! illustrates. 
Miss Elmark will also show 
differences between cercmon,al 
magic, sympathetic magic and 
1:andle magic as well as give a 
demonstration or the uses of 
different colored candles to 
effect various color spells. She 
also wrll tt:ach a Lover's Spell 
and demonstrate psychic reading 
by such media as Tarot cards 
and tea leaves. 
Her lecture/demonstration 
will be presented at 12 midnight 
in the Union Rec Room to 
co,tclude the Festival of Horrors 
which will begin at 7:00 pm. and 
will include "Conqueror Worm", 
"~e" Pit and the Pendulum," 
·.f~9_µnd," "Bird with the 
~~~~m_m~,". and "The 
~-hf:}.1ge1a •. ~ · 
..,·,. I 
THE EARLS 
• 
REMEMBER 
T-HEM l 
By Doug Sahadi 
This week, let's consider a 
group that recorded for a 
rhylhym and blues label in 
1%."!. The label was OLD TOWN 
RECORDS, a New York record 'i. 
,·ompany. and the group was the ·~ 
Earls. I-low many readers are ;'1 
familiar with the music of this ~ 
group? Most people are able to :l 
nan1c "'Rcn1ember Then" as the jJ 
group's first and only big hit. ·Y. 
Depending on where you come ~; 
from, you would have only been ts 
,·, 5 (Y½, rnrrcd. [", 
The Earls, a New York ( 
originating group, had many [j 
'hits'; some were hits in many ':; 
cities while others stayed in the :j 
~w York area. Just to refresh _;j 
your memory, since "Remember l.i 
Then," •he Earls recorded "Cry, [ 
C'ry, Cry," "Life Is But A/:" 
Dream," "Never," "Lookin' For f:" 
My Baby," and "l Believe." All r: 
these 45 rpm's appeared in h·: 
1962, as did their only album f 
ent1llcd "Remember Then," on ~--: 
one of the two Old Town labels ;; 
(there were two differen1.-~ 
designs to the label.) It was at :. 
lhal time that the Earls' contract ti,' 
with Old Town had terminated. i< 
They were offered another [', 
rct:ordmg contrad with ABC ( 
Records which they accepted. ,. 
However, Old To\\'.n still had one ? 
song on tape by the group. They ft~ 
t:ouldn't release the song under 1 
the name of the Earls since that ~·-
would have hecn a violation of 
the wpyrrghl and contract laws. ' 
Whal th1.:y <lid was lo issue the f.~ 
song under the name of t hr e: 
l~: C1owns. The song was entitled ~ 
.. Pos.~1bility," which ~ounds li.k,· f 
"Remember Them" but with f 
different words. t'• 
The Earls were to be heard i:~ 
again in 1969 on ABC Records ~; 
in a song entitled "My Lonely, 
Lonely Room." Unfortunately, 
l h c song dido 't get past the 
hargain bins. It is my contention 
that this song, if released today, 
would have been a big hit. 
So ends the history of the 
Earls' recordings. Their classic 
song ''Remember Then" will be 
remembered for years to come. 
<. 
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Vandalism 
corllmued from pag,, 3 · 
harmless "fun" can be 
treacherous. In the case of' fire, 
injury, or illness, a matter of 
minutes can be the critical 
factor. 
Regardless of anyone's feelings 
towards "Ma Bell," another 
crucial problem i~ that of 
telephones. The Safety Ilvision 
NIXON 
continued from page nine 
s ubstanceless campaign, Nixon 
made a sudden appcrance in San 
Francisco m September to throw 
himself into the thick of a 
debate--and of course on the 
side of ecology. 
But again, the show 1s a far 
cry from the real aclion. Take 
for instance the Nixon 
ad ministrations' continual 
willingness to postpone the 
deadline by which all 
automotive manufacturers must 
put out pollution control devices 
by the dead line. Meanwhile 
urban areas of this country are 
becoming more and more lethal 
to live in. 
These are only some of the 
issues Nixon has obscured, 
manipulated or distorted for his 
own ends. There are 
others--welfare, bussing, quota 
system, day care, the Supreme 
Court. 
Yet there is no question how 
slick Nixon is, after 25 years of 
practice and a little help from 
tus friends on Madison Avenue. 
But as one newspaper reporter 
put it, people should remember 
that the Republican candidate is 
not President Richard M. 
Nixon--1t's Richard Nixon. 
has come upon many illegal ------------------------------------------------------------• 
taps recently and while students 
might feel that it is a good way 
, to get even with the Telephone 
Company, such taps also have 
the lamentable habit of 
"grounding out" the centrex to 
which the illegal tap is affixed. 
· Although this is not true in all 
cases, the possibility of such an 
occurrence does warrant more 
consideration. Obviously in an 
emergency, if a student grabs a 
centrex only to find that it is 
not functioning, valuable time 
will be lost in the search for a 
phone that might work and the 
ensuing confusion-students often 
report their location by the 
centrex they found rather than 
at the scene of the accident. 
The centrex phones are a vital 
link 1n emergency 
. communications, aside from their 
prodigious contributions to the 
social iife of Ithaca College. 
Only a few weeks ago, the main 
cable on one side of the West 
Tower was severed leaving 
almost half the phones on that 
side out of orcer. 
Jim Kohut, Manager of the 
Ithaca office of the New York 
Telephone Company, he 
promised a meeting next week 
to clarify policies, explain 
problems such as the drillmg of 
coin boxes, and' display new 
techniques for apprehending 
violators. 
Once again, the University of 
Buffalo and Buffalo State went 
to a central coin operated 
location, simi.lar to those found 
in Europe, to solve the 
problem for the phone 
company. It 1s a dismal prospect, 
forcing students to either invest 
in a phone of their own, or to 
walk to some central place 
anytime they wish to make a toll 
call. It would seem to be an 
unthinkable answer to the 
problem considering that it 
would be the few that deprive 
the many. Such is not the case, 
however. If circumstances 
continue to force the phone 
company to play both janitor 
and policeman, said sad policy 
could indeed descend. 
In other incidents of 
vandalism on our quiet campus, 
a sink in Friends Hall pulled 
away from the wall thereby 
breaking the main water line. 
Aside from the inconsequential 
cost to the college ( did someone 
complain about high tuition?), 
ttie power was shut off since 
water was dripping leisurely 
down through the walls and 
i Io ors making the cnance of 
"The Student as a Human Light 
Bulb" a very real possibility. 
Friends Hall was closed for over 
an hour while repairs were made, 
classes being relocated wherever 
they could claim a space. 
Vandalism on cars this year 
has been slight with only two 
cases reported so far. New 
I ightmg scheduled for various 
parking lots as the budget 
permits should alleviate this 
problem. Safety cars arc now 
also equipped with an "alley 
light" for spottmg this kind of 
vandalism. 
Petty larceny has been a real 
problem on campus and Lou 
Withiam strongly urges that 
students keep their rooms 
locked and he also stresseed that 
students should be mindful of 
the inherent danger in ke~ping 
the fire doors propped open. 
Nine lives were lost in a fire at 
the Cornell Residential Club a 
[cw years ago largely due to the 
way the fire and smoke was able 
to spread so rapidly. 
Ithaca Music Giveaway 
Win the best stereo 
ALBUMS 
plus 
A Grand Prize 
By Rob Patterson 
We have met the Enemy and He Is Us, 
Walt Kelly, $ 1.95 ,200 pp. 
Walt Kelly has been my favorite cartoonist for 
years, and while this book 1s not his best, it is very 
close. He is the master of puns and wordplay such 
as "C'est la vie on wry" and "You can telephone 
poll but it won't toll back." In the media of 
cartoon strips which at first glance 
seems aimed at tykes ( an askance 
glance anent Waln Kelly has produced as if from 
an opera hat some of the "finest literature" in the 
last ten years by an Amencan. The intellectual and 
mechanical levels of Pogo are equal to those of 
many examples of ''legitimate literature", but 
Kelly has no skinned sheeps hanging from trees in 
his swamp nor is cartoonery an accredited mode of 
literature. 
In "We Have Met the Enemy" the first fifty 
pages are new material from Kelly 
(Mouse?Nah!Nah!) about the pollution problem 
and its cause (" And He Is Us") in the form of 
simple tum-about. There is less humour here 
(perhaps because of the serious topic) and the 
writing is competent but not inspired (perhaps 
not). There are therein some fine poems, cg. this 
sonnet: 
H2 0 is H to Pay 
Beneath the surface so pure and all 
Lies a discarded urinal, 
Nine kitchen stoves, a reticule, 
Six circus tents, a bicycle, 
A hundred tons of paving rubble. 
Two trucks, a bus, automobobble. 
All mixed-up with Third Class mai.1 
And remnants of a Tenth Class sale. 
Left-overs from a disrupt home, 
The daily garbage, lugs of loam. 
Here is water you cannot drink; 
Swim in it and you've got to sink. 
Slow, the thought gets through your bonnett: 
Don't drink! Don't swim! Walk upon 1t! 
The rest of the book 1s given to a chronological 
compilation of the daily strips from July to 
December '71. The complexity and humor take 
several levels at a leap from the preceding section, 
comparable to the 'change from velocity to jerk 
and interspersed with catenating spoonerisms and 
spontaneous contatas. A bulldog with a singular 
similarity to a certain Mr. Hoover and a bear with 
a similar similarity to a no-less-certain Mr. Agnew 
are among the guest headliners Ill this Joycean 
montage of one-two-etc-liners, pup-dogs held for 
m1lhon dollar ransoms, cryptic and totally secret 
messages that neither sender nor sendee can 
understand (secrecy 1s supreme), alcoholic 
computors, and razz bazz foofaraw. Also prc~ent 1s 
the ubiquitous Mr. Miggle and unfortunately all 
too familiar emporium with bargians hke 
"Chocolate Covered Mmnow-the Dream Bait-Also 
Good for Snacks" and "Bird and Grass Seed 
Mixed-Grow a Flammgo for Your Lawn" available 
at hard-to-believe discounts like 5 cents a pound or 
ten pounds for a dollar. Churchill LaFemme 
takes his hand at poetry at the close with true 
Yuletide spirit, remember he does live in 
Okeefenokee Swamp, with his own favorite carol: 
"Good K mg Sauerkraut, look out! 
On your feet so porous ... 
While the snoo lay round and bout, 
Deep with Crispness choru~ ! " 
MUSIC 
RECORD 
••v1•w By Bill Henk 
Blood, Sweat & Tears-New 
Blood.Columbia- -Blood, Sweat 
and Tears is a conglomerate of 
truly exceptional rock and jazz 
musicians. They always, have 
been and they will continue so 
as long as people like Bob by 
Colomby, Steve Katz, Lou 
Soloff, Chuck Winfield and Jim 
Fielder remain in the band. Thus 
the big question we find 
ourselves asking is whether or 
not the band can survice the loss 
of David Clayton-Thomas as well 
as it survived the loss of AI 
Kooper. Because, whether or not 
you liked him or not, one has to 
admit that Clayton-Thomas is . 
one of the most 
distinctive-voiced vocalists in the 
business. In no way, however, 
can one find fault with Jerry 
Fischer, either. Each has his own 
style, and Fischer's vocal style is 
fine and distinctive in his way as 
Clayton-Thomas' is in his. 
Therefore the problem then 
becomes will the audience 
accept the new Blood, Sweat & 
Tears for what they are and not 
for what they were; will the 
audience demand all the old 
"hits" or will they accept the 
new material presented before 
them . Well, thus far concert 
reviews of the group have been 
quite good. This band has not 
been destroyed by 
the loss of David 
Clayton-Thomas nor are they 
even fatally injured. It may be a 
personal thing, but as far as I'm 
concerned I like the band better 
without Clayton-Thomas. Jerry 
Fischer seems to be an excellent 
~eplacement, though l must say 
1t took the band a ·while to find 
him. 
Fischer, however, is not the 
only new face in the crowd and 
thus the title "New Blood". 
Gone also are Fred Lipsius and 
D.ck Halligan and in their stead 
we find Lou Marini Jr. and Larry 
Willis. Also added was another 
guitarist, George Wadenius. 
BS&T are bigger than ever and 
now comprise ten people instead 
of the eight they started with in 
1967. 
As far as the concert is 
concerned, expect to hear 
material like Dylan's "Down In 
The Flood", Barry Mann and 
Cynthia Weil's "So Long Dixie" 
and Carole King and Gerry 
Goffin 's "Snow Queen" along 
with originals "Over The Hill" 
and "Alone" from "New 
Blood". Talent abounds in thi~ 
group and "New Blood" shows 
it. 
RECORD ••v1•w 
By Bill Henk 
ltllCORD 
••v1aw Super Fly (Curtis Mayfield) 
By Barry King 
It's early in the evening, and 
once a~ain you're faced with the 
possible dilemma that there's 
nothing to do, and you have to 
bear your reality. But don't 
worry. D:m't let it bother you. 
Super-Fly is coming around s'oon 
to give you all the company 
you'll need. 
Curtis Mayfield has comprised 
the score for perhaps one of the 
more truthful motion pictures of 
the year. His LP Super-Fly, like 
its movie counterpart, follows a 
pace consistent with the 
struggles within the ghetto, and 
the different changes that go 
down between the pusherman 
and his clients. 
The opening song on the LP, 
"Little Child Running Wild", 
deals with the desperate life of 
the ghetto. It's a fine introduct-
ory composition,and thelyncsare 
representative of a man who is 
looking for anything that will 
make life seem a little brighter. 
But how bright can life be when 
you're living in a one-room 
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shack? 'I've got a Jones running 
through my bones/ Don't care 
what nobody say, I've got to 
take the pain away/ It's getting 
worser day by day, and all my 
life it's been this wav. 
The music that Mayfield puts 
out behind the lyrics is also 
strong, ·and is tight throughout. 
Especially well done are the 
horn passages, and the blen«;ling 
with organ and percussion. 
"Pusherman" is next, and it 
arrives with the funkiness of a 
straight rap by a heavy dude 
who's working for the Man. "I'm 
your mommy I'm your daddy, 
I'm that nigger in the alley /I', 
the doctor when in need, want 
some coke, have some weed'?" 
This is perhaps the most 
important cut on the album, 
because it establishes the 
relationship between pusher and 
the buyer,at least as seen by the 
Man himself, Super-Fly. 
But the doctor th.at the 
pusherman pretends to be 
sometimes leaves his patients 
strung out, until they're found 
one day lying face down in the 
gutter. This point is brought out 
in "Freddie's Dead", which 
conveys what happens when you 
happen to do a little too much 
white powder. Curtis gives you a 
warning in this composition, an~ 
lets you know that the Man has 
none of those worries. You've 
paid your bread-enjoy the ride. 
On side two of the album, 
Curtis departs for a moment 
from, all the problems coming 
on, and shares a quiet moment 
with his woman on "Give Me 
Your Love", This is a mellow 
song that shows the warmth and 
desire you can feel when you're 
with that person who can be an 
extension of you. 
But perhaps the most 
beautiful piece that Curtis does 
on side two is "No Thing On 
Me". The inner peace and high 
that is found when you've 
beaten the pushermen, when 
you've found enough happiness 
and meaning in life that you 
don't need drugs!.. is ecstatic. 
· "I'm so glad I've got my ow~/So 
glad that I can see. My life's a 
,natural high/ The Man can't put 
no thinR on me", 
Curtis Mayfield has outdone 
himself on this album. The 
musicians on the album provide 
a full, easy soul-:jazz rhythm 
throughout, with Curtis taking 
top honors on the very relevant 
lyrics. It should be capable o 
keeping you high for quite a 
while. 
Of Don & Bat Garland made famous, "Somewhere Over the Rainbow". But Don and_ Bat's 
set was only to be followed up 
by Steve Brown's group, playing 
their renditions of top-40 hits, 
Roberta Flack's and Lbnny 
Hathaway's "Where is Love?". 
By Barb and Bob 
Imagine Ford Hall auditorium 
as a coffeehouse. Picture the 
performers in jeans and in 
\mtique rocking chairs, playing 
country, folk and jazz music. 
The atmosphere is casual and 
free as if you are sitting around 
in your living room with old 
friends. This was Don Potter and 
Bat McGrath, the Friday night 
stars of Fall Weekend. 
Now imagine Ford hall as it 
really is, the American Standard 
red carpeted auditorium. Enter 
Steve Brown and his well dressed 
local group, Que'Pasa? The 
livingroom is gone, the lights go 
up and the cocktail lounge is 
rolled out. 
The audience is confused and 
disillusioned as the comfortable 
mood is broken by the 
substitution of the Carpenters 
for Dylan, of fiashy 
commercialism for quiet talent. 
Don and Bat came through 
with tunes like Dylan's "Just 
Like A Woman", Don on 
guitarrone · ( a bassier guitar) and 
Bat on electric bass. The two 
even came up with a quite 
likable ve1:5ion of the tune Judy 
The two groups then tried to 
play together, but if you can see 
the incongruencies between the 
types of music, you can 
understand why it couldn't 
work. The two groups just didn't 
blend in either sound or personal 
·style, and the players recognised 
this as did the audience. 
Towards the end, Steve and the 
Rest of Que' Pasa Begged out 
leaving Don and Bat with the 
audience once again. The· 
audience clearly liked the move. 
Batdorf & Rodney-Asylum- -
Despite (or maybe even because 
of) the groups name, this pair is 
a fine folk duo capable of 
combining two silky-smooth 
folk guitars and .harmonies with 
a bass and a drummer backing 
them up. Definitely not to be 
overlooked are five standout 
cuts on this one. As a single any 
one of the five would be capable 
of throwing the group into the 
fore of the American public as 
they deserve to be. And yes, the 
songs are that good. What bafnes 
me is not the five standout cuts, 
for the first Ip showed the 
promise and potential of these 
two, but instead the other four. 
promotional copies of this 
album have two of the three cuts 
suggested for airplay over the 
other five mentioned above. 
Fortunately most radio stations 
in the country know better and 
few of them are playing any of 
these mushy cuts. Even the 
biggest record companies are 
prone to make mistakes and 
sometimes they have to learn the 
hard way, unfortunate as it may 
be here for John Batdorf and 
Mark Rodnay. 
As for the fourth baffler, ,,,,,.,J 
somebody else (or maybe it was ,. 0 r n e I I the same jerk) decided maybe ~ Concert Com·missio\ 
PRESE_NTS 
Somebody at Asylum, 
Atlantic, Atco, or somewhere 
simply doesn't know the 
slightest thing about folk music. 
You should never orchestrate 
folk music that's as nice as this 
is. Tlircc cuts (count em if you 
don't bclicw me) arc rendered 
near. unlistenablc by some 
sl'lil lH'k MOR type sfring 
arrangements. Ami to make it 
ev~·n worse. Asylum's 
,~ 
one rock and folk guitar would 
sound nice if they let the rock 
guitar play much the same seven 
or eight notes throughout and 
varied the folk guitar. Nice idea 
or novelty, maybe, but they're 
wrong again. Batdorf and 
Rodney deserve much better. 
And yet despite all this tragic 
bungling the Batdorf & Rodney 
is still an extraordinary album. 
The good is so good it 
overshadows the bad. Minus the 
bungling, the next one should be 
out of this world. 
uy 
This n,lumn 1s supposed to represent some of the best in album 
ent,·rtainment. past and present. Despite the extremely high price 
on,· must 11;iy for r~·cords these days. we feel the albums presented 
h,·re to be extremely good and i:onsistenly so throughout _and 
therefore worth the money that must be parted with. 
Crkkkwood Green-Ten Years Aftcr-Deram 
foni !\litdJdl-Blue-Reprise 
Carol.• Kin!,!·Tapestry-01k 
JL1an Ba,·1.-0nc: D:.1~ . .\l A Time-Vanguard 
·r.,m P:.1xll1n-Ra111bling Boy-Elektra 
Tlllll Rush-Cird,• Game-Elektra 
BL>ll Dylan-The Frc:ewheelin" Bl,b Dylan-Columbia 
!\klu II t ai n-l'li m hing-W ind fa II 
Th,· Flying Burrito Brothers-A&l\l 
splll>kr r,,01 h-Splloky TwL1-.-\& !\I 
Th.: :,,.;..,,,. Riders of the Purple Sage-Columbia 
Blin.t faith-Ato.:o 
'.'>,;.:ii ,·,mng-Ewrn1nc K1wws This ls :,,.;·l,where-Reprise 
Sl.'als anJ Cwt'ts-Summer Brel.'ze-Warnl.'r Brothers 
Cat Stewns-Tca for thl.' Tilkrman-A&'.\I 
JuJ,· (.\,1lins-<.\1k,rs Llf the 0ff-El1.'ktra 
Jeft;..rs,1n .-\irplanl.'-Surrealisti~· Pillow-RC' A 
Strawbs-From 1he Witd1wood-. .\&'.\I 
Crazy Horse-Reprise • 
Jethro {ull-Stahd lip-Reprise , 
Friday 
October 20 
$_3. at 
8 & 11 p.m. 
Bailey Hall 
Egbert Union 
..-._ 
\ . 
.,i. --
·.·. :_ 
. ,,. ' 
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'BBV~ 
STAN KENTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
-Stan Kenton Today ( London Phase 4Bp 
44179~0) What Are You Doing The Rest of Your 
Life, Ch1apas, Opus in Pa~tels, Malaguena, Artistry 
In Percussion, Yesterdays, Fringe Benefit, Bogota, 
Intermission Riff, Ambivalence, Interlude, Peanut 
Vendor, Malaga, Walk Softly, Take the "A" Train, 
Artistry In Rhythm, God Save The Queen. (2 
record set recorded live in LondonJ 
Thi~ two record set, recorded live on Kenton's 
recent European tour in February of. this year, 
displays fully the talents of the individual players 
in a way that comes off as the most diversified 
non-electric big band around today. (non-electric 
because of the absence of synthesizers, electric 
piano, electric guitars,etc.) Kenton's only use of 
electricity for the band is a miked standup bass 
and an electric bass (Fender). Mikes are used for 
the soloists in conjunction with amps and column 
speakers. Stan, now 65 years old, continue~_ to 
spark the young players in his band to new 
heights. The excitement genernted by the band- is 
quite obvious in this recording. Chances are you 
haven't heard of this band before. The Kenton 
orchestra has been around since I 941 ! And right 
now nearly all critics agree Stan's got the most 
driving, most awesome, most talented bunch of 
guys he's ever had right now! This album would 
tend to mdke one agree. About the inside ... It 
has been the tradition of the new Kenton band 
( re va m pc d in early 1970 to facilitate 
advancements made possible through changes of 
personnel and new ·arrangements) to begin each 
concert with a ballad, not a flag-waving, rousing 
69th 
ANNIVE .. RSARY 
SALE 
Hurry , Sale ends Sat., Oct. 21 
SPORT 
COATS 
$29 
; Velvets or corduroys) 
· . Manr styles, many colors. 
·. · Men s, students' sizes 35 
\ to 44. regular or longs! 
~ ~!, 
w;A; , )~.\'fii" 
B - 9 P . .\RK..\S. rel!. S59. 95 ...................... S·P. 
SLIEDE J .\CKETS. reg. S79.95 .................... S68. 
JEANS. C..\Sl1 .\LS. reg. $7. to S 1.L . .\I: .PRICE 
HAGGAR "SLACKS. SIS. ,·alue ............ 2 tor S25. 
SHETL.\ND SWEATERS reg. SHl.. .......... Sll.99 
'.\1.-\N\'. \I .\:'I;\' '.\IORE FA:'l;TASTIC VALUES! 
-~~ 
-c.1-·20 EAST STA.TE S'lj{.'."}: 
.., ... 
shop Friday nite 'til 9 
opener that serves more to terrify the audience 
than to get them listening. In this case the first 
tune is "What Are You Doing tht; Rest of Your 
Life?", a beautiful tune in which Stan plays 
soulfully on the piano. The communication 
conveyed silently by the members of the band is 
so unbelievable that you really have to see them to 
believe it. Suddenly, where there was a slow 
ballad, tliere become~ waltz where 
lead alto man Quinn Davis displays his artistry. 
Back to the soft, slow theme to the end of the 
piece,; was there a tuba in there? You bet! 
I don't really have the liberty to· go into the 
kind of detail I'd like to about all these tunes, so 
111 mention the ones I found most exciting to 
listen to. Next is Chia pas, a5 /4 rock, changing here 
and there to 7 /4 and 8/4. One of the band's most 
_ popular tunes. Other arrangements worth mention 
IN ONE EAR 
Ladies and gentleman, allow me to introduce 
you to a fine Southern gentlemen. He answers to 
the name of Bobby Whitlock and, hot damn, can 
!le play that ol' rock and roll. 
Raw Silver (Dunhill) stands firm as his second 
solo LP and as the title implies, this former 
Comino can lay down a song hard as nails ("Hello 
L.A., Bye-Bye Birmingham" or "Tell The Truth") 
or smooth as silk ("You Came .Along"or "Start 
All Over"). After all, when one considers the 
talent bursting out of the Dominoes ensemble 
(Clapton, Gordon, Radle, Brother Duane et. al.). 
the sown home feel of Mr. Whitlock cannot· be 
discounted. Measure for measure, his "Thorntree 
In The Garden" on the Layla album is far and 
away the finest cut to be had. Although Whitlock 
performs admirably on rhythm guitar, that talent 
is greatly overshadowed by his gritty yet dynamic 
voice on both sides ("Raw" being the rocker and 
"Velvet" the softer material) as well as some sweet 
,piano leads and breaks. Recall, for posterity, his 
keyboard segment on "Layla". There are some 
problems with distorted production, however, 
which is strange for the likes of Jimmy Miller. The 
rhythm section tends to crowd Bobby's voice on 
BUFFALO 
Grand Funk Concert 
are: "'Malaguena" (an old. Latin favorite) 
.iBogota". ·'Intermission Riff'", (written origin~lly 
for the 1946 Kenton band, but dig this version!) 
· "Interlude" and 'Peanut Vendor". both from the 
late 40's but reworked. "Opus in Pastels", written 
by Kenton for his first band in 1941 as •·sort of a 
reed exercise•· is retained intact. "Malaga". from 
Stan's new book, is very exciting. "A Train" and 
"Artistry In Rhythm" (the band's theme since 
1943) show off the band's amazing difference in 
dynamic levels while always having an excellent 
blend of sound. 
I saw the band Tuesday night and they are 
something. Those who might like to see the band 
live should contact me, as I have an itinerary. sheet 
!,isling all appearances. And if you can't get to see 
him in person, you should try to hear this a!bum 
one way or another. It's Great! 
By Ward Silver 
"Bustin My Ass" and to an extent on "Dearest I 
Wonder:• Bobby himself sometimes overdoes his 
falsetto not that he ain't a fit match for Mr. 
Stewart,.mind you. 
As for his backup band, I'll give them a 75 cause 
I don't mind dancing, but they 'probably couldn't 
lift me out of my chair-that's Whit's job any how. 
The lead guitar, Rick Vito is featured frequently_ 
throughout the album;notably on "If You Ever" 
("Raw"side), where he almost strays into the 
Harvey Mandel genre on one break. His work on 
"Think About It" on the "Velvet"side 
complements the former cut nicely. Don Poncher, 
the drummer, gives the skins a good slap here and 
there ("If You Ever") -and Keith Ellis' bass on 
"Tell The Truth" keeps pushing the other. band 
members: 
If I had to choose which side of Bobby 
Whitlock suited me best, however, I'd have to go 
with the "Velvet". My heart hurts every time I 
play "Thom tree", and "You Came Along" and 
"Start All Over" tend to hit the same sort of 
note-but in a soothing kind of way. As Kottke 
might put it, it's salt for my wounds and honey-for 
my lips. ;,,· 
MIDTOWN 
RECORDS 
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,Onondaga War Memorial Auditorium, Ocoober 22, 8:00 p.m., $4.00 
$5.00 or $6.00 general adm1ss1on. 
,I' 
Frank Zappa And the Mothers of Invention Concert 
Onondaga War.Memorial Au'dltorlum, October 28, 8:00 p.m., 
·S4:·.0o, $5.00 or $6.00 ge~eral admls~io~. _._ -. ,._ ... - i •.. 
ROCHESTE-R ' -· ,. • . ,. 11i"-,rp, 
Joe Simon Concert ' , . '"":!il!:: 
Rochest~r War Memorial Auditorium, October 23, 8:00 p.m., 
$4·.oo, $5.00, or $6.00 general admission. 
Guess Who 
Rochester War Memorial Auditorium, October 28, 8:00 p.m., 
$4.00, $5.00, or $6.00 general admission. 
Gr.and Funk Concert . 
Roc-hestcr War Memorial Auditorium, October 21, a~oo.p.m~ 
$4·.oo, $5.00 or $6.00 general admission. 
SYRACUSE 
Edgar Winter 
Loew"s State Theatre, Syracuse, October 24, 7:30 p.m.~ 
Tickets: S4.50, 5.00, 5.50 
YES 
Syracuse War Memorial, November 6, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets: S4.50, 5.00, 5.50 
CORNING 
Cool and Gang, Mark Almond, and Eggs over Easy 
Corning Community College, October 21, 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.rn., 
S3.50 general admission. 
ALBANY 
Christopher and Coolidge 
Albany State University Gym, October 20, g,oo p.m., S5.00, 
or S6.00 general admission. · 
CORTLAND 
' 
Grapt,lc by Ivan Lelbin 
. Leslie West, Corky Lalno'·&';lack Bructt ··-:· 
Lusk Fl~la House, Cortland SUNY, Sl.lndilY Oct. 22, a:OO p,m., 
· S3. 75 loi· I st -1.000 T1ck'ets, S4.;!5 ,'~(-all -others 
.. ITHACA .· .. ··.•.:• 
Blood, Sweat and Tears · · 
Cornell un,vers,ty, Bailey Hali, October 20,. 8:?0 p.m., 11:00 p.m.,_-. 
S3.00 oeneral adm1ss1c,n. 
·- ··)- ... , \.J: __ 
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SHORT 
C_UT.Z 
BILL HENK 
Lindisfame-Ding)y Dell-Elektra - -
Lindisfarne is a good time English 
acoutic folk-rock band. They do some 
very nice, tight harmonizing and are 
one of the most popular bands in 
England right now. Dingly Dell follows 
two fine previous -Elektra releases. 
Unfortunately, this one is not up to 
either of its predecessors, except in 
spots. lt's a hit and miss thing. Side 
one hits, side two misses. Catch "All 
Fall Down", "Bring Down the 
Government", or "Don't Ask Me" for 
a sample of this group's talent. And, if 
you happen to catch Rod Stewart s 
golden oldie "Maggie May" on the 
radio, that great mandolin player is 
none other than one of Lindisfarne's 
two mandolinists (It's Ray Jackson I 
think). ' 
Jonathan Edwards-HoRky Tonk 
Stardust Cowboy-Atco - - Jonathan 
Edwards is one of the attributes of Cat 
Stevens in that his best materi~I 
bounces and bops alot. It makes you 
feel good just to listen to it. And that 
about sums up his second album as 
well. It's very fine listening throughout 
with the possible exceptions of an 
orchestrated "Dream Song" and a 
slower "That's What Qur Life Is" that 
just sits there. You11 probably be 
haaring a lot of "Stop and Start It All 
Ag,!in". "Everything", "The Ballad -of 
U psy Daisy", "Sugar Babe", "Due 
Days Bar", and - - - yes the list keeps 
orfgoing. 
Cat Steve~s-Catch Bull At 
Four-A&M - - Well, I guess it was 
bound to happen sometime. The Cat 
has pretty much run out of new things 
to do and l think he know it. So with 
him trying to keep from sounding all 
the same, side two simply loses that 
bounce that Cat Stevens' previous lps 
have been so full of. Side one tries to 
make up for this handicap but Olliy 
''Angel Sea" and 'Can't Keep It In" 
really.sound like the Cat of old. Loyal 
C'at Stevens fans will have a hard time 
liking this lp, but l know the/will. As 
for m"yself, sorry Cat, you've 
tcmp~rarily lost one satisfied 
customer. 
... 
.... ~ "!. '· 
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Don Ellis Concert 
T~umpeter Electrifies A.udience 
Those who attended fall weekend's "Saturday 
Night Special" were treated to a rare musical 
experience indeed. Don Ellis, his electric trumpet 
8 amplifiers and synthesizer, along wigh 22 brasses, 
reeds, strings, and rhythm came .to Walter Ford 
Hall and literally shook the place apart. The band 
received a standing ovation at the end of the first 
half, and was forced to play no less than four 
encores as the crowed cheered and yelled for 
more. Don kept saying "I can't hear you .Did 
you say "more"? And "just because we were so 
nice", he came up with an additional 20 minutes 
of program material. 
Upon reclining into my best listening position; I 
was amazed to notice the panoramic setup on the 
stage before my eyes. Rhythm section front and 
center, strings high and to the left, brasses high in 
the back center behind the rhythm section, and 
reeds to the right on risers. Quite an impressive 
scene. 
Opening the concert was a 5 /4 version of "Jesus 
Christ Superstar" ...... a wall of sound with a 
drive that stunned the audience. My first 
impression ... Terrific! Following was a Hank 
Levy tune called Cross Currents. The string~ection 
(2 violins, viola, and cello) helped create a sound 
very similar to something Chuck Mangione might 
do ... An extended drum solo by Ralph 
Humphrey was extremely well played and very 
tasteful .. almost the high point of the evening. 
"Laurie", a ballad in 7 /8 time, was a good contrast 
piece and well placed in the program. Next,· 
baritone sax man Gary Herbing was featured in a 
profile piece written by Ellis as a tribute to his 
playing. Called "Gary's Herbin'g Remedy", it was 
just what the doctor ordered. Bary showed his 
technical prowess and artistic skill most during the 
choruses where he was allowed to get off the 
melody. 
The pianist, who was imported from Hungary, 
stepped into the limelight for the next tune which 
was based on an old Hungarian folk tune. When he 
took a solo on his synthesized electric piano all I 
could think of was it sounds like a Frankenstein 
movie. Then 'Ellis turned on his electric trumpet, 
which in turn, turned on the crowd. Then he led 
the band into a rousing symphonic ending that 
brought the crowd to its feet. 
To start off the second half of the program, 
Ellis greetea the audience by saying"O.K. Now's 
when we Jet all the stops out", He led the band 
into another Hank Levy chart in 7 /4 time. Quite a 
driver. Then he called our attention to the tenor 
sax man who was to solo in the following number, 
"Put it Right Where You Want " , a heavy rock 
chart in 7/4. Then it was time for a ballad, 
"Reflections of Judy". Written by a former 
Wcl/ .. · Father McCou!(hlin 
thinb ih, -not ri.gh[ that 
we live in the same 
strip to.gether and ... 
wdJ ... ,you know. 
I 
- I 
1'-J:C ,u:....__ -L 
Um well ... 
He: thinks we 
get· ma.rried. 
Photo i,y R lchard Sharp 
DON ELLIS ORCHESTRA IN CONCERT 
trumpet player for the Kenton band, Joe 
Marsindowitz. It was a very beautiful piece but it 
seemed to me that Ellis' electronic trumpet solo 
was not really with the bag of the rest of the piece. 
His closing number (supposedly) was "Strawberry 
Soup", from his Tears of Joy album. Building 
from almost uothing to the climax of 4's 
exchanged by Ellis on drums and two other 
drummers. Very Interesting! For an encore Ellis 
swung into his famous · "Pussywiggle Stomp", a 
7 /4 delight that borrowed a riff from one of 
Woody Herman's old tunes, "Four Brothers 
Revisited". Although my ears were ringing from 
the volume of the band., they are all good 
players.I don't believe the balance was the best in 
parts, but that's due in part to all the electronic 
gadgetry that is part of the Ellis bag. And 
considering the fact that all the fellas in the band 
ate dinner in the Union Snack Bar, the concert was 
pretty damn good! 
by Denis Kitchen 
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MENU OCTOBER 23 • 29 Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday Brunch 
Breakfast 
Poached Eggs 
Scrambled Eggs 
Waffles 
Bacon 
Oatmeal 
Scrambled Eggs 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Buttermilk Panca~es 
sausage Patties 
Cream of Wheat 
Scrambled Eggs 
Soft Cooked Eggs 
Blintzes 
Frizzled Lunch Meats 
Farina 
Fried Eggs 
Scrambled Eggs 
Wheatlna 
Bacon Rashers 
Waffles 
oatmeal 
Scrambled Eggs 
Soft Cooked Eggs 
Blueberry Pancakes 
Frizzled Lunch Meats 
Scrambled Eggs 
Poached Eggs 
Bacon Rashers 
Wheatlna 
Scrambled Eggs 
Lunch 
Hot Turkey Sandwich 
Cold Fruit Plate 
Chicken ala King 
Buttered Corn 
Rico 
Green Beans 
MANAGER'S SPECIAL 
Hamburger Heroes 
Tuna Stuffed Tomatoes 
Beef Pot Pie 
French Fries 
Buttered Peas 
BLT 
Scalloped Potatoes and Ham 
Egg Salad and Celery Stalks 
Chill Con Cami 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich 
Spaghetti and Meat Sauce 
Tuna Salad Plate 
Asparagus Soup 
Sloppy Joes 
Shepard Pie 
Turkey Burgers 
Green Peas 
waffles and Strawberries 
Sausage Links 
Hot Dogs and Hamburgers every day for Lunch. 
Developed with the assistance of the Housing 
and Dining Sub - Committee 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
ENTIRE STOCK OF 
JAZZ AND SOUL 
$4.98 LIST 
~ $2.97 
f_ROM 
10/19 
thru 
10/23 
FEATURING 
IMPULSE 
Dinner 
Pot Roast 
Breaded Veal Steak 
Broiled Cod 
Oven Browns 
Mixed Vegetables 
Peas 
Beef Stroganoff 
Shlsh Kabab 
Baked Ham 
Rice ala Pledmoutalsl 
Buttered Spinach 
Glazed Carrots 
MANAGER'S SPECIAL 
Roast Fr. Ham 
Fried Chicken 
. Chopped Steak 
Whipped Potatoes 
Biscuits 
Corn 
Stuffed Peppers 
Macaroni and Cheese 
Chuck Wagon Steak 
Green Beans 
French Fries 
Prime Rib 
Strip steak 
Lasagna 
Asparagus Tips 
Veal Parmagana 
Baked Ham 
Roast Turkey and Dressing 
Green Beans 
CreamStyle Corn 
203 N. Aurora 
272-7710 
Personals 
Apts For Rent 
-J,AZZ -.LABEL- FOR SALE $5.98 LIST 
~ $3.77 
$6.98 
LIST 
NQW $4.57 · 
$2~91 
2 and 3 Record Sets 
.ONLY $3.97 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
3.17 COLL.EGE A·-V·E· 
CALL • • 272-25:55 
HOURS:10-10 WKDYS 10-6 SAT 12-6 ·su,t· 
I,-' - . , ' ,• 
.. -, 
- - ,: ·. ---·.: 
-
.. -.,, .... · .... 
wanted To Bui< 
ROOMMATES 
WANTED 
llelp Wanted 
LOST AND FOUND 
RIDES WANTED 
???????? 
.CONTACT THE 
itha.ca1 
BOTTOII OF WEST TOWER 
..3207 .,, ><3182 
/lrodl1nt1. Tut1s. noon 
_/lt1/qte_ publicartpf!, . 
. - " ·, -. 
... -.. ., ..... - . 
.~· 
., .. -, • • • •' r ~ , :, -.. • -
-·· 
•'•c• 
. •,. 
·.;: =;: . - . ~ - . .~-
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VEGET-ARfAN MENU - OCTOBER 23 • 29 
Monday 
Monday 
TuesClay 
I 
Breakfast 
Scrambled Eggs 
Waffles 
Oatmeal 
~crambled Egggs 
Pancakes 
Cream of Wheat 
Lunch 
Dell Sar 
Borscht 
!!>ell Bar 
Borscht 
Wednesday Solt Cooked Egggs 
Blintzes 
Dell Bar 
vegetable soup 
Thunday 
Friday 
S•turday 
Farina 
Scrambled Eggs 
waffles 
Wheatlna 
Scrambled EgggS 
Pancakes 
Oatmeal 
Scrambled Eggs 
wneatlna 
Waffles 
Scrambled Eggs 
Deli Bar 
Borscht 
Dell Bar • 
Vegetable SoyP 
Dell Bar 
Borscht 
Sunday Brunch Lolt; eagels and Cream Cheese 
- Tomatoes and Onions 
·FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
A ride Is desperately needed 
to Long Island (Merrick 
Vicinity, If poulllle) Oc,t. 27 & 
back .:>ct. :29. I will share 
expenses etc. Please contact: 
Betsy, X3631 
Alternative: Pregnant? Need 
Help? Con•lder All the 
Atternatlwes ,n Problem 
Pregnancies. Call 273-6433. Any 
time. 
Two Buddies: 
summer 'Of '73. Wouldn't miss It 
for the world. 
Love, Your Buddy 3 
Delta Phi, 
You've got what It takes. 
Love from London 
Delta Phi Pledges, 
Keep Smlllng-lt's worth It. 
Greeting from London 
Dear cnartle or Is It "muscles" 
Little lack of 
communication-sorry-have a 
good semester. 
Atlas 
Deal'-Deli,·- :·.·· 
Please write-I will soon- Really 
• miss you. 
X·Roomle 
Pledge Mistress-Delta Phi, 
I'm rooting for you. 
Dear Craig. 
Really miss YOUI 
London 
Love from L.ondan. 
Dear Poo, 
Lots of.love. from me to you. 
Fred 
Brother Craig, 
French dogs aren't quite like 
Mandy. 
Sister Beth 
Delta Phi Zeta wlshes,thelr new 
pli,dge class the Best of Luck. 
Keep Smlllng. 
George Kennedy, 
It was quill! ·good of you to send 
that package. 
John Orkin 
Write! Scho-long! 
Cheerio! 
Jeanne 
Love0Scott & Sue 
Blenstock, 
Only letters will save you. 
Claire 
Beeve, 
Miss you lots. Write. Regards to 
Jr! 
Love, Lau 
Terri, 
Hope you're enjoying I.C.l 
How's Panch? 
Laurie 
Barbara Pederson, 
Your guardian angel Is watching 
over you. 
Love, Pete 
Gall zunz, 
Hall the ~oil's are still nowhere 
In sight. "If it feels good, do It" 
Carole K. 
To Tdm Ambrose, 
I love you with my entire soul. 
Please! 
vour London Friend 
. . 
Friday and Saturday 3-Sp.m. 
Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 
Most Mix·ed Drinks 50( 
Blqody Marys S - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c 
\ 
oinner 
Pot Roast 
Broiled Cod Filets 
Parsley Boiled 
Shish Kabab 
Rice PIiaf 
Carrots 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Lunch 
Kasha 
Baked Macaroni & Tomatoes 
Stringbeans 
Macaroni with Cheese and Olives 
Broccoli 
Soup 
Dinner 
Risi C Bisi 
Spinach Lasagne 
Creamed Carrots 
Oriental Brown Rice 
Kedgeree 
Buttered Peas 
Wednesday Potatoes Romanoff 
Curried Lentils 
Cheese Pie 
Steaks 
Baked Potatoes 
G1een Beans 
Chopped Steaks 
Whipped Potatoes 
Corn 
Baked Chicken 
Stuffed Pepp~rs 
Peas 
oven Browns 
Prime Rib 
Asparagus Tips 
Baked Potatoes 
Roast Turkey 
Dressing 
Corn 
Cranberry Sauce 
Whipped Potatoes 
Thursday 
Friday 
Satui'day 
Sunday 
Dear Brothers, 
Thanks for helplng us cut the 
cake you're worth waking up 
for! 
Love always, 
Your sister 
Fourteenth, 
Stay psyched. You've only Just 
begun. 
Disease posseSSed, 
You're far away but not 
forgotten-my hands are getting 
rusty. Love and backrub, 
Bromley Baby. 
To my little brother Bruce, 
You'll see that being a Pl Lam 
Man Is worth It an. 
X 
Love, 
Big Sis Deb. 
Paml, 
Through the "drifts" and the 
bows we've been together. A 
friend for ALL times Is a friend 
forever. Happy Birthday! 
Lots of Love, Zebra 
Hello to Bob and Carol, Ted and 
Allee-may the fickle finger of 
fate have mercy on them!! 
Carol Milstein. Ride Wanted. To 
Philly or near. For Fri. 20th. 
X594. 
Wanted to buy: Used 
blcycle-cheapt Call Pat or Pldge, 
273-8559. 
FOR SALE: Ski boots Lange 
Pro, size 8, good condition, good 
price. Call Don X767 or 
273-9883. 
aear·Loose Woman of Dorm 1, 
congradulatlons. You're really a 
woman now. 
P.B. 
INTERESTED 
IN AN 
INTERNATIONAL 
~AREER? 
MR. PETER WARNOCK 
will be on the campus 
Tuesday 
October 24, 1972 
to dfscuss qualifications for 
advanced_ study at 
THUNDERBIRD 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
and job opportunities 
in the_ field of 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
) 
Interviews may be scheduled at 
The Placement Office 
THUNDERBIRD 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
-. OF ., 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Glend,le, Arizona 85301 
Affiliated w;th 
The Americ,n M1n1g1rn1nt A11oci1tion 
Mixed Vegetables 
Brown-Rice & Tomatoes 
Peas and Mushrooms 
Soup 
Macaroni & Cheese 
Noodle Casserole 
Buttered Squash 
Chef's Chol<;e 
There w Ill be an Important 
meeting for all members of 
Alpha Epsilon R,.o, honorary 
radio-telt1vlslon fra1ernlty. 
. Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1972, 9:30 
p.m., T.V. Studio, All dues must 
be paid at this time. 
Brown Rice with Fruit 
Celery and Basil 
Plakl 
Spaghetti Malnattl 
Carrots ala Creme 
Garban.zos a LasevJllana 
Potato & Green Curry 
Harvard Beets 
Red Beets with Sour Cream 
Brown Rice 
Buttered Corn and Celery 
Vegetarian Baked Beans 
LentllS 
Green Beans Amandlne 
F O R S A L E 
dishwasher-whirlpool deluxe 
port.able, avocado green. Two 
years old, excellent condition • 
$100. call 257-3574. 
FOR SALE: '66 Volkswagon, 
also drum set (complete) 
5 :B-7057. 
GI Freed on Pot Charge 
Private Wesley Williams was 
a c quit t e d of ma rIJ u a n a 
possession charges at Fort Hood, 
Texas, recently by a jury who 
deliberated only five minutes. 
It was obvious to witness of the 
trial that the jury was more 
concerned with the failure of the 
judge to diequalify- himself for 
being a racist than the innocence 
or guilt of Private Williams. 
Colonel Adair, the military 
judge, had a quick reply to that 
charge: "Why, just last week I 
tried a· colored boy and found 
him innocent." 
nmour Amour 
TWO PARTS LOVE. •. 
ONE PART LEGEND 
Amour Amour 
A CANDIDLY SENSUOUS,PERFUME 
CREATED BY JEAN PATOU IN 1925 
NOW IMPORTED FROM PARIS FOR YOU 
Parfum Co1ogneSprav_S6 50 .. Purse Perfume S6.00. At fine ~·ores nu;:ir ·1ou 
Available at: 
/ 
Brooks Ph~rmacy 
-Rothschild's 
Hill Pharmacy 
Cornell Campus 
St.Jre 
J 
.. ,._ 
........ 
... 
, I"-
J/,'t 
... , ,A.-
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IC Sports Hall of Fame H-arness 
F. I ·d t d · C . Happenings I V e DI U C e I D e r e ffl O D J By v,mon v;~- T~ week v,mon v;c ~ 
' To the disappointment of reneewed confidence and 
Tom Hicks, a I ea ding new position with the Dryden Hatch was a starter and a many of my readers Vernon Vic therefore is handicapping under 
contender for the Schoolsystemthis-tallwhe.re.he letterman in football and did not appear in last thealiasof"VemonVicious;" 
Li g h t-H ea vyw eight boxing is teaching special subjects to baseball from 1932-36. A tough week'slthacan. This was due to 
championship of the world, is handicapped children. At Ithaca 145 pounder, he was the heart the fact that "The Big V" took a 
one of five men who were College, Hicks earned one Jetter of four Ithaca grid teams which brutal beating at the track that 
inducted into the Ithaca College each in football and wrestling. compiled a 17-6-3 record. In week. Vernon Vic is always 
Sports Hall of Fame last Friday t hose days, Hatch was truthful. Because of this virtue 
night. Fazio was a three letter constantly playing 60 minutes a "The Big" felt that he could not 
In addition to Hicks, the 
other inductees were Don Fazio, 
currently playing with the 
Rochester Red Wings of the 
I n tern at ion al League; George 
"Dutch" Proechel an 
outstanding athlete at Ithaca 
from 1936-40; Pete Hatch a 
stand-out athlete and coach at 
1.C.; and Perry Noun a two 
sport performer of the late 5 0 's. 
The induction ceremonies 
were the fourth since the Hall 
was started in 1969. There are 
currently 30 members, with only 
three new inductees to be added 
each year starting ·in 197 3. 
Hicks has a 26-4 record in the 
light heavyweight ranks. He lost 
an eight round technical 
knockout, on cuts, to champion 
Bob Foster last November, but 
was doing very well before the 
referee was forced to stop the 
action. 
winner in baseball, soccer and game, along with teammates like 
basketball at Ithaca, and for the Ed Sawyer. Manager of the 195 0 
past eight years has been a top Philadelphia Phillies pennant 
performer in the minor leagues. winning baseball team. 
In 1969 he was awarded a silver 
glove as the best fielding third 
baseman in the minors, while 
playing for Louisville of the 
Internationally League. 
Fazio had a lifetime batting 
average of .360 at I C. and was a 
standout in the 1962 College 
World Series. In Soccer he was a 
starter at foward for three years, 
and averaged I 0.2 points a game 
for the Ithaca basketball team, 
while shooting over .500 from 
the floor. Apopular player,Fazio 
was named co-captain of the 
three varsity teams in his senior 
year. 
Proechel won three letters in 
baseball at I.C., two each in 
basketball and football and one 
in soccer. He led the basketball 
team in scoring as a· senior, and 
in baseball hit a solid .325 for 
his two varsity seasons, while 
playing a strong defensive third 
- I base. Since then he has been 
Hatch coached high school 
athletics for ten years before 
returning to Ithaca as head 
football coach in 194 7, a post he 
held until 1950. Since that time, 
he was Director of Athletics at 
Corning (N.Y.) East High School 
until his retirement in 1971. 
Noun earned three letters 
each in football and baseball at 
Ithaca from 1956-59. In football 
he averaged 4.5 years a carry as a 
quarterback and halfback, and 
completed almost 50 1,>ercent of 
his passes. 
During his three year baseball 
career, Noun hit a robust .361 
and ·played four different 
positions. 
pick winners -for Thursday and 
Friday nights in "good 
conscience. 
Thursday night's winners 
should look like this: I st race: 
NAIL ZN AH-driver Jay Sears 
pulling out a ¾ length victory to 
beat number 6 Go Scott Go. 2nd 
race: the second half of the daily 
double, your race winner 
number 3, HELEN MIX , saver 
Jounce. 3rd race: _!!xacta play a 
12 dollar box with AFTO 
BRADFORD' BIDDY 
DREADNOUGHT, and BI 
JONES. 4th race: MAHOFF, 
saver TRAP SHOOT. 5th race: 
Exacta Play number 2 
SJ-IUFFLES ON TOP WITH 
every other horse second, in 
other words, wheel number 2. 
6th-WILD THING-goes berser 
in the stretch saver· FANCY 
DANCER--tiptoes home. 7th 
race: Exacta-Box number l 
BERLEE, number 6 HA YES 
MAC, and number 5 SUCCESS 
SWORD. 8th race: Best bet-
LADY B. SHARP, no saver just 
bet this. 9th Race: Exacta-Box 
number I CZAR DIRECT, 
number 5 WARREN D, number 
·5, WARREN D, and numb~ 7 
WYNCREST GUY. . 
Horses to Watch: CLOSE 
KNIT, EASTER BUD, 
COCHISE, PREVARICATOR, 
TYROLEAN DANCER. 
In addition to his boxing, 
Hicks taught Physical Education 
to the mentally retarded and 
physically handicapped children 
of the Ithaca area for the p.i~t 
three years, before assuming a 
involved in high school coaching 
and private business. 
He served as Dean of Men at 
Ithaca for several years, before 
entering the business field. He is 
currently the Director of 
Management Operations for 
General Investments and 
Development Company in 
Boston. Bombers Roll 
THE COLLEGE SMOKER 
ALL BEDSPREADS 
Doubles & Singles 
25% OFF 
with this ad 
offer expires Wed. Oct. 25th 
314 - 318 College Ave 
•\ 
Over Fordham 
Bomber Strategy SuGcessful Photo bY Sc:ott ·Peril 
Led by the briiliant··running 
of Quarterback Ted Greves and 
Junior halfback Tom Bryant the 
Ithaca Bombers rolled over 
Fordham before a homecoming 
crowd of 5000 on Saturday. 
Greves ran for a record setting 
four touchdowns and passed for 
92 yards, more than twice his 
passing yarda~e in the previous 
four games combined. His 
determined efforts along with 
the stellar performance of the 
offensive line put the game out 
of Fordham's reach. Tom Bryant 
not wanting to be outdone, put 
on a little rushing show _of·his 
own. Bryant ran for I 76 yards 
of 18 carries and he and Greves 
accounted for 314 of Ithaca's 
396 yards rushing. 
For the second week in a ro~-, 
the Bomber's new wishbone· T 
offensive overwhelmed their -
opponents and now seems t'o be 
~icking after som~. early season 
problems. The· tt"hacans have 
coordinated their offensive and 
defensive efforts and the 
prospects for the remainder ol 
the season are very bright. 
The passing game which had 
been nearly non-existent in fou1 
prev1ous starts· accounted fo1 
. J 30 yards on 8 completions. 
There were a few bright spoti 
for Fordham in Bill Wattike1 
running for 165 yeards and Dor 
Hommel's passing attack whict 
connected for 174 yards 
Wattiker carried 40 times settin1 
both a Fordham and Ithact 
opponents rushing againsl 
rec_ords. · But the rest of the da} 
was very dark for the Rams a: 
the tireless lthacans .blew therr 
. off the field. 
This week the Bombers wil 
be traveling to Wilkes trying tc 
extend their winning streak to :: 
·and increasing their chances foi 
a winning season . 
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Recovers from . . 1n1ury 
Giants Show 
Wojnar Leads IC Rush 
Winning form 
IC Women 
Win 2 
By Beth Nisco 
Three years ago, Ithaca 
Co liege 's offensive guard Bob 
WoJnar ( Auburn, N.Y.) was 
dubious about his football 
future. Today he 1s a leg1t1mate 
All-American candidate. 
Before the 1969 season began, 
Wojnar suffered a broken leg 
dunng an intra-squad scrimmage. 
After a very long year, the 6-3, 
230 pounder was able to put on 
the pads again and for the past 
two plus year5 has been the 
anchor man and the leader on 
the offensive line. 
"You always have doubts 
when you get. a broken leg m 
football," Wojnar pointed out. 
"You never know what effect 11 
will have. l 've seen very fast men 
slowed to almost a walk after 
their recovery period. For a 
while, I was nervous, but after 
the first few days in our 1970 
5pring practices, I knew I was 
ready." 
W01nar ha~ all the ingredients 
necessary to play his unheralded 
pos1t1on. "lie has good speed, 
pulls well on wide running plays, 
ha, great explosion off t-he lme 
on ,tra1ght ahead plays and gives 
us some excellent pass 
blocking," head coach Jim 
Butterfield remarked. "lle's a 
I It t I e bigger th 1, year but 11 
ha,n't hurt his speed, m the 
lea,t, and we're hoping for a 
repeat ol last season when he 
helped us gain 2100 yards 
rush mg." 
Business Admin1stratwn, and 
then hopes to pursue a career m 
law and professwnal football. 
Wojanar had an honor-filled 
year m 1971 when he gamed 
Honorable Mention on the 
Associated Press All-American 
team and was named to both the 
ECAC Division II, All-East team 
and the New York State 
Sportswriters All-State squad. 
"Big Woj" is human, and had 
an off day m the openmg wm 
over Wilham Paterson. However, 
he's come on fast to show well 
aga Inst West Chester and 
Cortland. and then last week have 
an outstanding performance as 
Ithaca beat RIT, 30-13. He was 
named as the team's "lmeman of 
the game" for that effort. 
Wojnar has come a long way 
since the doctors took the cast 
off, three ye.irs ago, and 
promi~es to go even further this 
season as a veteran Ithaca team 
seeks its second consecutive 
winning season. 
Photo by Ken Mclech 
By Frank Cuce 
The New York Giant~ 
continued their winning ways 
this past Sunday by upsettmg 
the San Francisco 49'ers m wet 
Candlestick Park. New York 
beat the favored west coast team 
23-17. The wm was the third 
straight for the Giants giving 
them a 3-2 record and leaving 
them one game out of first place 
behind Dallas and Washington in 
NFC east. 
Charlie Evans scored the 
wmning touchdown with only I 
nunute and 31 seconds left in 
the game. The score capped a 
43-yard drive that began when 
Pete Athas intercepted a John 
Brodie pass. 
Leading 13-10 at half-time the 
Giants fell behind I 7-1 3 after a 
14 play 8 7 yard 'Frisco march 
which ended in a Brodie to WR 
Gene Washington TD pass After 
the 49 'ers kickoff the Giants 
moved to the San Francisco 
IO-yard line but the dnve 
stalled. Pete Gogolak came in 
and hooted a 19-yard field goal 
closing the gap lo 17-16 A few 
minutes later Evans smashed 
over left tackle for the wmning 
score. 
Besides the good Job turned in 
by Evans the Giants had sohd 
performances from Norm Snead, 
the NFL 's leading passer, 
half-back Ron Johnson and 
cornerback Pete Athas. 
fhl' Women's Varsity Field 
Hockey Team boosted their 
record to 3-0 as they defeated 
Cortland 4-3 on Thursday, 
October 12th. The score at 
half-time showed Ithaca leading 
by a 3-1 margm, but Cortland 
cut away at the lead and fmally 
tied the game at 3-3 with four 
mmutes remaming m the game. 
However, Nancy Buttler closed 
the issue with a fine goal that 
put I C. ahead 4-3. Janice 
Kirk pa trick scored the first goal 
and Leigh Buck scored the 
remainmg two. The second team 
also played post mg a 1-0 victory. 
Margaret Davis scored I.C.'s only 
goal, wlulc the defeme !ended 
their supportas the I.C squad 
dominated the game 
The second game saw Ithaca 
soundly defeat Brockport 3-1. 
The two teams were quite evenly 
matched, Ithaca displaying a 
most aggrl'~,ivP .,,.,,i 
well-coordmalt:d team effort. 
Ithaca wa~ down 111 the first half 
1-0, as it had heen in its 
encounter with Brockport the 
previous year. However, Ithaca 
come back with three goals m 
the second half Colleen 
Murphy, Leigh Buck. and Nancy 
Buttler lead111g lhe attack -and 
kept Brockport scoreless. 
The first game wa~ a definate 
moral victory, crush mg Cornell 
6-1. The girls show a consistant 
game with an aggressive forward 
line and an ,1ggress1vc defense. 
Janice Kirkpatrick (I), Leigh 
Buch (3) and Nancy Buttler 
(2 )- -scored for J.C. Due to the mJury m 1969, Bob w.i, .,bk lo retain one year 
of ehg1b1hty, which he is using 
up tl11s fall. He'll graduatewith 
a Bachelor of Science Degree Ill 
GREEVES RECEIVES AWARD 
The Giants in beating a top 
team, have established 
themselves as contenders and a 
force to be reckoned with in 
their division. Next week the 
New York Giants will try to 
make it four m a row against St 
Louis in the first of three 
consecutive home games. 
Saturday, October 2 I st, 
Ithaca hosts Lock Haven at I :30 
pm. 
PLAYER HONOR.S FOR Fordham GAME OUTSTANDING BACK OF THE GAME 
October 27th and 28th bring 
the season to a climax, as the 
State Tournament gets 
undeiway. Ithaca 1s seated I st, 
Cortland 2nd, Brockport 3rd, 
and Cornell 4th. 
Tom Bryant 
HO NO RARY OFFENSIVE CA PT· Ted Greves BEST HIT uF THE GAME Tony Grosso 
HONORARY DEFENSIVE CAPT. Tony Grosso HUSTLER OF THE WEEK J_B.Little 
1
' FREE PRESTONE SPRAY WAX" 
Automatic Car Wash & Dry 
. J · __ ::;..,: SI .00 with any fillup $2.00 with no gas 
'"...,._---1i~ITHACA'S FINEST AUTOMATIC 
,_ BRUSH CAR WASH 
For more infonnat1on call 301-6S&-sno 
SPECIFICATIONS. 2.2 cubic leel. 18 high, 19Y, wide, 18" deep 
• Freezer compartlllf'nl. 2 large ice cube trays furnished with un11 (will 
hold up to four) 
• Trouble Free • S-year guarantee on compressor 
-----------------------------, I MINI IEFIIG UNLIMITED I 
I 4405 Eas1-Wes1 Highway• Sulle 210 • Bethesda, Md. 20014 I 
I Enclosed 1s check or money order for s -- . Allow 10 days for delivery. I 
I - Rental Plan - SSS & S20 refundable deposit (Total S75 a school yearl l 
I :: Sates Plarr - s79.95 No sh1pp1ng charges on either plan I I Name ________________________ I 
I Address----------------------- I 
I City 
I OUI MONH-IACII GUAIANTEE-11 lh1s machine 1s nol exaclly a, we I 
I stilted, put 11 back into the shipping carton and send ,1 back C.O D You I 
I must bl' 100¼ sa1,sf1ed or your money back. This 1s a Qual11y "1d< n,ne I 
L~!-1~.!!r.!!..~------------------------' 
Cornell Unive~sity Unions presents 
Daniel Ellsberg 
The man who leaked the Pentagon Papers 
to the Press 
Thursday October 26 Bailey Hall 8p.m. 
50( 
Hey Kids, I. 
It's Howdy Do~! 
Time Again 
frid3y october 27 
bailey hall, 8:00 p.111. 
adults S2, kids under 17. s I 
w,s.h., n.c.u., nov"'s center 
mayer's, egbert 
The Amazing NORMAN BIGELOW 
Houdini Livesl 
Han)" Houdini. the Kreat American escape arti.'1. died 111 1926 
But today. we are co111·i11ced //,at Houdini li1 1e., in lhe f}f!r\{}n of 
Sorman BiKelo 1\·. SEE HIS DANGEROUS ESCAPES 
*The DEA TH CHA.\IHER *THE WATER TORTVRE (El.I. 
*THE FIRE ESCAPE *THE PO/SO.\" SNAKE .HYSTER Y BAG 
*THE STRAIGHT JACKET 
TL:ESD.\Y OCTOBER 31 BAILEY HALL 8 pm. ADULTS S2. KID~ UNDfR 12_ Sl. 
TICKETS ON SALE AT EGBERT UNION 
( . 
,. 
GREEN ROOM SCENE Photo by Paul Wickliffe 
Photo by Ken Melech 
ii, 
WE AGREE! Photo by Ken Melech 
DON ELLIS Photo bY R !chard Sharp 
WHEN A DRAGON OFFERED "WAIT HERE,'' THE DRAGON 
TO GAIN HIM ENTRANCE FOR SAYETH, DISAPPEARING WITH 
-~ 
7 woo PM A /V 
THE FEE OF 2 6-PACKS OF THE BEERE ... 
SCHAEFER BE~ . 
~u:u~~~u;m(:);B 
,.-
